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OFFICE OF THE PROSECUTING AITORNEY 
JAMES D. STOW (ISBN: 4360) 
P.O. BOX 1486 
SANDPOINT, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
FAX: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 





KEITH ALLAN BROWN, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO.: CR-2007-2454 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST 
FOR DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW the Office of the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney and submits the 
following supplemental response to discovery: 
Correspondence Box "B" Containing written correspondence to and from Keith 
and Tyrah Brown from October 27, 2007 through 
the present, January 4, 2008, available for inspection 
and copying at the Office of the Bonner County 
Prosecuting Attorney. 
If you have not received any of the foregoing copies, please contact this office 
immediately. 
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16, the Prosecuting Attorney further informs the 
Defendant that you are permitted to inspect and copy or photograph books, paper, documents, 
photographs, tangible objects, building or places or copies or portions thereof, which are 
PlAINTIFF'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 1 
202 
mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and which are in the possession, custody or 
control of the Prosecuting Attorney and which are material to the preparation of the defense, or 
intended for use by the Prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained from or belonging to the 
Defendant. 
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the Defendant that you are permitted to inspect 
and copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations, and of 
scientific tests or experiments, made in connection with the particular case, or copies thereof, 
which are mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and which are within the 
possession, custody or control of the Prosecuting Attorney, the existence of which is known or is 
available to the Prosecuting Attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
DATED this Y-+'" day of January, 2008. 
uty Prosecuting Attorney 
PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SUPPLEMENfAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the tf~ day of January, 2008, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document as addressed to the following: 
Court File - Original 
Isabella Robertson 
Public Defender 
Interoffice Courthouse Mail 
Nanc Johnson, Legal Assistant 
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BONNER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v. 











CASE NUMBER CR-07-0002454 
MOTION FOR PRE PARA TION OF 
TRANSCRIPT OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
HEARINGS FOR SEARCH WARRANT 
---------------------------
COMES NOW the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Isabella 
Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and pursuant to I.C.R. 5.2(a) respectfully moves the 
Court for an Order directing the clerk of the court to prepare and complete the transcript of the 
probable cause hearing for a search warrant (Court Log #07-254/255) held on March 22, 
2007, before the Honorable Barbara Buchanan, Magistrate Judge. This motion is made on the 
grounds that the transcript of said hearing is necessary for defense counsel in order to prepare a 
defense on behalf of the defendant in this matter, including pretrial motions. 
Counsel for the defendant further moves the Court to order that the costs necessary for the 
preparation and completion of the transcript be paid at county expense and at no expense to the 
Defendant. This Motion is made on the grounds that the Defendant was determined to be an 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT OF PROBABLE 





indigent by the Honorable Barbara Buchanan, Magistrate Judge, on May 3,2007; further, that his 
representation is provided for by the Office of the Public Defender. 
DATED this /5 day of January, 2008. 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER 




CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the for~i~g was personally served by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the 1<:> v-- day of January, 2008, addressed to: 
James D. Stow 
Deputy Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney. 
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Bonner County Public Defender's Office 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
406 S. Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
L 
l 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v. 













CASE NUMBER CR-07-00024S4 
EX PARTE MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF 
INVESTIGATIVE FUNDS 
COMES NOW the Defendant, Keith A. Brown, by and through his attorney of record, 
Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and pursuant to I.C. §§ 19-851, 19-852, and 
I.C.R. 45(c), respectfully moves this Honorable Court to enter its ex parte Order approving 
investigative funds in the above-entitled matter. 
The foregoing motion is made and based upon the Affidavit of Isabella Robertson in 
Support of Ex Parte Motion for Approval of Investigative Funds filed concurrently herewith. 
DATED this /5 day of January, 2008. 
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OFFICE OF kECUTING AITORNEY 
JAMES D. STOW (ISBN: 4360) 
P.O. BOX 1486 
SANDPOINT, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
FAX: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF BONNER 





KEITH ALlAN BROWN, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO.: CR-2007-2454 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST 
FOR DISCOVERY AND DISCLOSURE 
OF ADDITIONAL WITNESS 
COMES NOW the Office of the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney and submits the 
following supplemental response to discovery: 
Pages Submitted Evidence 
Northwest Forensics - Conclusions to Known 
Writing Samples 
Forensic DNA Report Lab #C20070259 
Additional Witness: Heather Carlson - Expert Witness 
If you have not received any of the foregoing copies, please contact this office 
immediately. 
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16, the Prosecuting Attorney further informs the 
Defendant that you are permitted to inspect and copy or photograph books, paper, documents, 
photographs, tangible objects, building or places or copies or portions thereof, which are 
PLAINTIFFS SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
AND DISCLOSURE OF ADDmONAL WITNESS - 1 
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mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and which are in the possession, custody or 
control of the Prosecuting Attorney and which are material to the preparation of the defense, or 
intended for use by the Prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained from or belonging to the 
Defendant. 
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the Defendant that you are permitted to inspect 
and copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations, and of 
scientific tests or experiments, made in connection with the particular case, or copies thereof, 
which are mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and which are within the 
possession, custody or control of the Prosecuting Attorney, the existence of which is known or is 
available to the Prosecuting Attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
DATED this Iqday of January, 2008. 
e uty Prosecuting Attorney 
PLAlNTIFF'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
AND DISCLOSURE OF ADDIDONAL WITNESS - 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
~ 
I hereby certify that on the /5 - day of January, 2008, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document as addressed to the following: 
Court File - Original 
Isabella Robertson 
Public Defender 
Interoffice Courthouse Mail 
PlAINTIFF'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
AND DISCLOSURE OF ADDmONAL WITNESS - 3 
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JUDGE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
COURT MINUTES 






DATE: 01-28-08 TIME: 9:00 A.M. 
CLERK: CD: 08-12 
DIVISION: 
STATE OF IDAHO vs KEITH ALLEN BROWN 
Plaintiff I Petitioner Defendant I Respondent 
Atty: JAMES D STOW Atty: HUGH NISBET 



























CASE NO. CR-2007-2454 
COURT MINUTES 
PHASE OF CASE 
Calls Case 
Present: I DEFENDANT PRESENT IN CUSTODY WITH ISABELLA 
ROBERTSON, JANET WHITNEY, JAMES STOW, PHILIP ROBINSON 
.. --
MOTIONS TO BE HEARD? 
COST OF DEFENSE. 
WILL NOT ADDRESS THE TOTAL AMOUNT NEEDED. -HOW MUCH NEEDED 
FOR 10 DAYS? 
$7000.00. $2000.00 ALREADY EXPENDED. NEED TO INVESTIGATE IN 
ANOTHER PLACE. NEED FOR AIRLINE TICKETS. 
AT RISK? 
YES 
ORDER EXPENDITURE OF $6000.00 FOR IMMEDIATE NEED. JUDGE LUSTER 
TO ADDRESS OTHER REQUESTS. 
ANY OTHER MOTIONS? 
NO 
COMMENT ON DEFENDANT FILING MOTIONS ON HIS OWN. WILL NOT 
ADDRESS THOSE ISSUES FILED BY DEFENDANT. ANY COMMUNICATIONS 
NEED TO COME THROUGH COUNSEL. HAVE NOT READ AND WILL NOT READ 
WHAT HAS BEEN FILED BY THE DEFENDANT. 
SHOULD THE COURT ADDRESS THE ISSUE IN REGARDS TO DEFENDANT NOT 
BEING HAPPY WITH COUNSEL? 
JANET AND I HAVE SPOKEN WITH MY CLIENT. NO ISSUES AT THIS POINT 
WITH MY CLI ENT. 
MAXIMUM PENAL TY? 
FIXED LIFE. 
NO COMMENTS. 
HAVE IN WRITING? 
WILL SUBMIT IN WRITING. 
RECEIVED COpy OF INFORMATION? 
YES 




NOT GUILTY. WILL NOTIFY JUDGE LUSTER TO GET TRIAL DATE. 







CASE NO. CR-2007-2454 
COURT MINUTES 
ANYTHING FURTHER? 
SPEEDY TRIAL ISSUE. TRIALS ARE NOT CONSOLIDATED. 
COMMENTS? 
NOTHING REGARDS TO WHAT PROSECUTOR SAID. 
PRETRIAL MOTIONS TO BE HEARD AND ASK FOR 10 TO 12 DAYS FOR TRIAL. 
DO NOT WANT TRIALS CONSOLIDATED. 
NOTHING ELSE 
END 
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o JUVENILE 
JAIL INEOllMATION FOR BONNER COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
JUDGE: ~~d CASE NO. egG? --~ST 
/E/zc/ A ~0 
(SUBJECTS FIRST NAME) (SUBJECTS MIDDLE NAME) (SUBJECTS LAST NAME) 
rA, [ JBYVIDEO /'\ / 7D .. /'\0 /)a~ Lf 
/ J\...SUBJECT APPEARED IN COURT ON: _ .... L.L,....£-I./:'-----:<=-c.L=>.....L  _----::(JC.>=--_______ AT --'-!...4"4~~:::..===--- ZL-M 
t::><LSUBJECT IS TO: 1 BE OR'D 
] BE RELEASED BY JUDGES ORDER 
] BE RELEASEDITIME SERVED 
[ ] BE RELEASED TO PARENTIPTA 
~ REMAIN IN CUSTODY 
~BOND$r'j~ 
J MUST SIGN WAIVER OF EXTRADITION [ ]WORK RELEASE/SEARCH GRANTEe 
] A UTHORIZA TION TO TRANSFER TO REG ION ONE JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER GRANTED, IF NECESSARY. 
] SENTENCED TO: [] ____ DAyS IMPOSED 
[ ] DA YS SUSPENDED 
[ ] DAYS TO SERVE 
[ ] DA YS CREDIT 
[ ] HOURS ON SHERIFF'S LABOR PROGRAM. 
SIGN UP WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS FROM TODAY 
AT SHERIFF'S OFFICE AND COMPLETE BY: 
____________ .,2o __ . 
J SUBJECT TO REPORT TO THE BONNER COUNTY JAIL ON: AT____ M 
[ ] BREATHORUIA TEST ORDERED X'S WEEKLY ON: AT M 
[ ] SUBJECT PLACED IN THE CUSTODY OF THE DEPT. OF HEALTH & WELFARE NOT TO EXCEED ---Y-E-AR (S1. 
] SUBJECT SENTENCED TO SERVE NOT LESS THAN AND NOT MORE THAN _____ _ 
IN THE IDAHO STATE DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS. 
[ J THIS SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED. [ ] PLACED ON YEARS PROBATION. 
[ ] SUBJECT TO BE PLACED IN THE RETAINED JURISDICTION PROGRAM FOR NOT MORE THAN 180 DAYS. 
[ ) AS CONDITION OF PROBATION, SUBJECT TO SERVE DA YS LOCAL JAIL. 
CHARGES ~~,d¥~-
L;21o~~ ;;;z:::;-
] JUDGE'S ORDER WILL FOLLOW [ ] PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE APPOINTED 
224~~ 
BAlLI JUDGE'S SIGNATURE (if needed) 
BON OC 028 Rev. 3/04 
BONNER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRI6t/OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) CASE NUMBER CR-07-0002454 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MOTION FOR O.R. RELEASE OR 
V. ) REDUCTION OF BOND; 
) NOTICE OF HEARING 
KEITH A. BROWN, ) 
) DATE: FEBRUARY 25, 2008 
Defendant. ) TIME: 10:00 A.M. 
) 
COMES NOW the above-named defendant, by and through his attorney, Isabella Robertson, 
Bonner County Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for its Order releasing the Defendant 
from the custody of the Bonner County Sheriff on his own recognizance during the pendency of this 
case or reducing the Defendant's bond in this matter. 
This motion is made pursuant to the 8th and 14th amendments of the U.S. Constitution; 
Article I, §§ 6 and 13 of the Idaho Constitution; and I.C.R.46. 
This motion is made on the grounds that the Defendant's bond as set violates the Defendant's 
rights to due process and to be free from excessive bond and cruel and unusual punishment as 
guaranteed by the U.S. and Idaho Constitutions. 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned will bring the foregoing Motion for O.R. 
Release or Reduction of Bond on for hearing on the 25th day of February, 2008, at the hour of 
MOTION FOR O.R. RELEASE OR FOR REDUCTION OF BOND; 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
225 
Page 1 
10:00 a.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard before the Honorable John Luster, 
District Judge. 
DATED this 2.. r day ofJanuary, 2008. 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER 




CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that true and correct copies of the foregoing were personally served by deposit in 
the courthouse mailbox or by facsimile on the2.;~1 ~ day of January, 2008, addressed to: 
James D. Stow 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Fax: 263-6726 
Bonner County Jail 
Fax: 255-1975. 
MOTION FOR O.R. RELEASE OR FOR REDUCTION OF BOND; 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
226 
Page 2 
BO}'TNER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
,- f I 
i 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
v. 












CASE NUMBER CR-07-0002454 
MOTION FOR PRE PARA TION OF 
TRANSCRIPT OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
HEARING FOR SEARCH WARRANT 
COMES NOW the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Isabella 
Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and pursuant to I.C.R. 5.2(a) respectfully moves the 
Court for an Order directing the clerk of the court to prepare and complete the transcript of the 
probable cause hearing for a search warrant (Court Log #07-125) held on February 6,2007, 
before the Honorable Barbara Buchanan, Magistrate Judge, in Case No. CR-07-621, entitled 
"State ofIdaho v. Keith A. Brown." This motion is made on the grounds that the transcript of 
said hearing is necessary for defense counsel in order to prepare a defense on behalf of the 
defendant in this matter, including pretrial motions. 
Counsel for the defendant further moves the Court to order that the costs necessary for the 
preparation and completion of the transcript be paid at county expense and at no expense to the 
Defendant. This Motion is made on the grounds that the Defendant was determined to be an 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT OF PROBABLE 
CAUSE HEARING FOR SEARCH WARRANT 
227 
Page 1 
indigent by the Honorable Barbara Buchanan, Magistrate Judge, on May 3, 2007; further, that his 
representation is provided for by the Office of the Public Defender. 
DATED this ~q day of January, 2008. 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER 




CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certifY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the 8 CJ~day of January, 2008, addressed to: 
James D. Stow 
Deputy Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney. 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT OF PROBABLE 
CAUSE HEARING FOR SEARCH WARRANT 
Page 2 
~61/29/2e138 12:1313 
Bonner County Public Defenders Office 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
406 S. Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v. 













CASE NUMBER CR-07-0002454 
ORDER APPROVING INVESTIGATIVE 
FUNDS 
The above-entitled matter having come before the Court upon the Ex Parte Motion for 
Approval of Investigative Funds and Affidavit of Isabella Robertson in Support of Ex Parte 
Motion for Approval of Investigative Funds on file herein, and the motion having been addressed 
by the Court at the Defendant's arraigrunent on January 28,2008, and good cause appearing; 
now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Bonner County Clerk set aside from public funds the 
sum of Seven Thousand Dollars ($7,000.00) to the Bonner County Public Defender's budget line 
item account number 526-00, or such other Bonner County Public Defender line item account 
number as the Clerk may deem appropriate, for payment of CUlTent and anticipated pretrial costs 
of defense in this case. 
ORDER APPROVING INVESTIGATIVE FUNDS Page 1 
229 
,rn/29/2008 12: 00 208-2' '59 BONNER CO PUB r--~ND PAGE 03/03 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that 1nle and correct copies of the foregoing were personally served by 
placing copies of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the 31 day of January, 2008, 
addressed to: 
Isabella Robertson 
Bonner County Public Defender 
James D. Stow 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Marie Scott 
Bonner County Clerk. 
ORDER APPROVING INVESTIGATIVE FUNDS Page 2 
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BONNER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 !, I 
-:0 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRI~E 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v. 












CASE NUMBER CR-07-0002454 
DEFENDANT'S SPECIFIC REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW Defendant, Keith A. Brown, by and through his attorney of record, 
Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and makes the following specific requests 
for discovery: 
1. Copies of the hard drives of any and all of the Defendant's/Co-defendant's 
computers currently in the possession of, or under the control of, the State of Idaho. 
2. The opportunity to examine any and all physical evidence in this case, including 
but not limited to any and all documents, papers, books, law books, and any other thing taken by 
law enforcement officers from the Breaw residence or the house in which the Browns were 
residing prior to the date they left Idaho and traveled to Florida. 
3. The opportunity to examine any and all physical evidence, including but not 
limited to any and all documents, papers, books, law books, and any other thing that was taken 
from any automobile, boat, or residence of the Browns by law enforcement officers in Florida, 
together with the automobile, boat, or residence from which such physical evidence was taken. 
DEFENDANT'S SPECIFIC REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY Page 1 
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The undersigned further requests pennission to inspect and copy said infonnation, 
evidence and materials within FOURTEEN (14) days of this request, unless this infonnation is 
given to this office at a sooner time. 
DATED this 3 0 day of January, 2008. 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER 




CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing a 
copy ofthe same in the interoffice mailbox on the :?:o~day of January, 2008, addressed 
James D. Stow 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
DEFENDANT'S SPECIFIC REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY Page 2 
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~ ~ ~ONNER COUNTY PROSECUTING ATfORNEY 
c:::J.O. Box 1486 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-6714 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 





KEITH ALLAN BROWN, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CR-2007-2454 
NOTICE BY STATE OF IDAHO 
NOT TO SEEK DEATH PENALTY 
COMES NOW James D. Stow, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Bonner County, Idaho, 
and gives notice hereby that the State of Idaho, Plaintiff, herein shall not seek the Death Penalty upon 
conviction of the Defendant upon the charges and Complaint filed in the above-entitled matter. 
The State of Idaho, having reviewed Idaho Code §19-2515 and the factors set forth therein and 
having reviewed the potential statutory aggravating circumstances required to be proven beyond a 
reasonable doubt, does hereby decline to file a Notice of Intent to Seek Death Penalty as provided in 
Idaho Code §18-4004(A). 
-?q tt.... 
DATED this L ~ day of January, 2008. 
J D.STOW 
Chie ~ uty Prosecuting Attorney 
NOTICE BY STATE OF IDAHO NOT TO SEEK DEATH PENALTY - 1. 
CR-200 7-2454 233 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the ~~ day of Ja.,~~ , 2008, I caused to be 
senred a true and correct copy of the foregoing document as addressed to the following: 





NOTICE BY STATE OF IDAHO NOT TO SEEK DEATH PENALTY - 2. 
CR-2007-2454 234 
OliIGil/AL 
Bonner County Public Defender's Office 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
406 S. Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRlkoF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v. 













CASE NUMBER CR-07-00024S4 
SECOND EX PARTE MOTION FOR 
APPROVAL OF INVESTIGATIVE FUNDS 
COMES NOW the Defendant, Keith A. Brown, by and through his attorney of record, 
Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and pursuant to I.C. §§ 19-851, 19-852, and 
I.C.R. 45(c), respectfully moves this Honorable Court to enter its ex parte Order approving 
investigative funds in the above-entitled matter. 
The foregoing motion is made and based upon the Affidavit of Isabella Robertson in 
Support of Ex Parte Motion for Approval of Investigative Funds filed concurrently herewith. 
DATED this ~ day of January, 2008. 





SECOND EX PARTE MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF INVESTIGATIVE FUNDS Page 1 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 










Case No. CR 2007-0002454 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
J{EITH ALLEN BROWN, 
NOTICE OF TRIAL AND 
PRETRIAL ORDER 
Defendant. 
Upon arraignment defendant pleaded not guilty in response to the criminal allegations of the 
Infonuation; NOW THEREFORE: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. That the matter be set for a twelve (12) day Jury Trial commencing March 26, 2008, at 9:00 
a.m., in Bonner County before Judge John Patrick Luster. 
Additional Presiding Judges: Charles W. Hosack, Fred M. Gibler, 
George Reinhardt, III, James R. Michaud, John H. Bradbury, Jeff M. 
Brudie, Lansing L. Haynes 
2. That any pretrial motions governed by I.C.R. 12 shall be filed within twenty-eight (28) days 
after entry of the not guilty plea. All such pretrial motions in this matter shall be 
NOTICE OF TRIAL AND PRETRIAL ORDER - I. 236 
accompanied by a briefin support ofthe motion and a notice of hearing for a date scheduled 
through the Court; 
3. A Pretrial Conference Hearing will be held March 24, 2008, at 9:00 a.m., at the Bonner 
County Courthouse and the defendant and counsel for the parties shall attend. 
4. The defendant is ordered to be present at all hearings. Failure to be present at a hearing will 
result in an arrest warrant being issued for the defendant and may result in a resetting of the 
trial date. 
1ST DATED this _'_ day of February, 2008. 
NOTICE OF TRIAL AND PRETRIAL ORDER - 2. 
John Patrick Luster 
District Judge 
237 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, postage prepaid or 
by interofficemail.this~dayofFebruary.2008.to: 
James Stow 
Bonner County Deputy Prosecutor 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Isabella Robertson 
Bonner County Public Defender 
Courthouse Mail 





NOTICE OF TRIAL AND PRETRIAL ORDER - 3. 23R 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
Keith Allen Brown 
 
Bozman, MT 59715 
Defendant. 
.t Judicial District Court, State of Ie' 
In and For the County of Bonner 
215 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
III fEB - b P lJ: I 3 
t-~AR!~- SCU J • 
CLERK DIS RICT COURT 
C::-PITV 















) NOTICE OF HEARING 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for: 
Status Conference Thursday, February 14,2008 @03:30 PM 
Judge: John Patrick Luster 
Alternate Presiding Judges: Charles W. Hosack, Fred M. Gibler, George 
Reinhardt, III, James R. Michaud, John H Bradbury, Lansing Haynes 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by 
the Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as 
follows on this date Wednesday, February 06, 2008. 
Keith Allen Brown Mailed __ Hand Delivered __ 
Counsel: Hugh Nisbet 
406 S. Ella 
Sandpoint JD 83864 
James D. Stow Bonner County Prosecutor 
FaxedL Hand Delivered __ 
Faxed x: Hand Delivered __ 
Dated: Wednesday. February 06. 2008 
Marie Scott 
Clerk Of The District Court 
By: 
BONNER COUNTY PUBUC DEFENDER 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
~~~i?J~'r' ~L I" AT.JU:o ... , ,OCK -it PI~' 
CLERK. ...... l(-reourr 
~..lS ... --__ .~_ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v. 













CASE NUMBER CR-07-0002454 
ORDER FOR PREP AKA TION OF 
TRANSCRIPT OF PROBABLE 
CAUSE BEARING FOR SEARCH 
WARRANT 
The Court having before it the Defendant's Motion for Preparation of Transcript of 
Probable Cause Hearing for Search Warrant, and good cause appc:;aring; now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the clerk of the court shall prepare and complete the 
transcript of the probable cause hearing for II learch warrant held on March 22.2007 (Court 
Log #07-254/255). 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the costs necessary for the preparation and completion 
of said transcript shall be paid at county expense and at no expense to the Defendant. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED thllt the transcript shall be complete and submitted to all 
parties to this action no later than the ~ day of 'F~~'( , 2008. 
DATED this f,'~ dayof~8. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER FOR PRePARATION OF TRANSCRIPT OF PROBABLE 
CAUSE HEARING FOR SEARCH WARRANT 




I hc::rcby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the r] day of January, 2008, addressed to: 
Isabella Robertson 
BOlUler County Public Defender 
James D. Stow 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Transcript Department· Bonner County Courthouse. 
ORDER FOR PREPARATJON OF TRANSCRIPT OF PROBABLE 




Received Feb-04-0B 11 :46am From-20B 266 1447 2 4 1 To-JUDGE LUSTER PalJe 06 
ZII FEB -, P 2: 03 
OFFICE OF THE PROSECUTING ATIORNEY 
JAMES D. STOW (ISBN: 4360) 
P.O. BOX 1486 
SANDPOINT, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
FAX: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 





KEITH ALLAN BROWN, ) 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO.: CR-2007-2454 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW the Office of the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney and submits the 
following supplemental response to discovery: 
Page (s): J1 - J36 
J37-Jso 
Records Check - Keith Brown 
Records Check - Tyrah Brown 
If you have not received any of the foregoing copies, please contact this office 
immediately. 
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16, the Prosecuting Attorney further informs the 
Defendant that you are permitted to inspect and copy or photograph books, paper, documents, 
photographs, tangible objects, building or places or copies or portions thereof, which are 
mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and which are in the possession, custody or 
control of the Prosecuting Attorney and which are material to the preparation of the defense, or 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 1 
242 
intended for use by the Prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained from or belonging to the 
Defendant. 
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the Defendant that you are permitted to 
inspect and copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations, and 
of scientific tests or experiments, made in connection with the particular case, or copies 
thereof, which are mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and which are within the 
possession, custody or control of the Prosecuting Attorney, the existence of which is known or 
is available to the Prosecuting Attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
DATED this lrdayofFebruary, 2008 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the '1 6. day of February, 2008, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing dochment as addressed to the following: 
Court File - Original 
Isabella Robertson 
Chief Deputy Public Defender 
Interoffice Courthouse Mail 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 2 
2 4 i~ 
STATE OF !DAHO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OFOOI~T Y OF BOHNER 
FtRST ... ~l '~·C· :~ .. i_ ~-'I~~~T. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 















CASE NO CR 07-2454 
ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT 
HI F£8 -8 P l4t 8b ' 
HAI~I~ SCJ • ~ 
CLERK DIS RleT COURT 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above matter is reassigned to the Honorable 
Fred Gibler, District Judge, for the disposition of any pending and further proceedings. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the following alternate judges are hereby assigned to preside in 
this case: Charles Hosack, Fred M. Gibler, Lansing Haynes, John T. Mitchell, James R. Michaud, and 
George R. Reinhardt, III. ! I \..~I 1-.... ' . . 
DATED ilii,1-day of' _j'11tii!1~ 
b~ J;.:L 
JOHN PATRICK LUSTER 
Administrative District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on theJLday of FehrUQli008, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
was sent via facsimile, to the following: , 
t+uc, h. WI f b-et- OCvm:-J S tzw 
BC¥1nCr Ccur-~ ~ b ~~C- JI.e~d ev 
[v, -H-wH h u,-' 
Benn-er- CCun~ tf-er~~ Pt7r~~ 
tv,. 4-wK V1a~1 
ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT: 1 
Cy 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By t~~ 
~~epu~ I rk 
Kooteflei GOlJl1Q1 
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SERRA S. WOODS #6319 
CONFLICT PUBLIC DEFENDER 
212 N. FIRST AVENUE, SUITE 200A 
SANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 
(208) 263-7556 
(208) 263-7599 FAX 
LINDA J. PAYNE 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
1034 N. THIRD STREET, SUITE 9 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
(208) 663-1303; 255-7555 
(208) 667-8292 FAX 
ISB #6222 
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT 
TYRAH B. BROWN 
, I '. "-" 'i '0 
; I " 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NO. CR-2007-2454 
vs. ) 
) 




STATE OF IDAHO, ~ 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NO. CR-2007-2885 
vs. ) 
) MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE 
TYRAH B. BROWN, ) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
COMES NOW, defendant, TYRAH B. BROWN, by and through her attorneys 
herein, and hereby moves the Court to consolidate the above-entitled matters for trial 
pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 8(b). 
MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE - Page 1 245 
Said Motion is based upon the fact that the charges and evidence in the above-
entitled matters arise from the same series of events and occurrences and the trial of the 
matters as consolidated will be for judicial ec·.)nomy and the effective use of judicial 
resources. 
DATED this L day of February, 2008. 
CERTIFICA TE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this ~ day of ~ , 2008, I served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing upon the followmg in the manner indicated: 
Louis Marshall FIRST CLASS MAIL vJ 
Bonner County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney F ACSIMILIE 263-6726 
P.O. Box 1486 COURTHOUSE MAIL 
Sandpoint ID 83864 OTHER ______ _ 
Isabella Robertson 
Bonner County Public Defender 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint ID 83864 
Serra S. Woods 
Conflict Public Defender 
212 N. First Avenue, Suite 200A 
Sandpoint ID 83864 
MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE - Page 2 
FIRST CLASS MAIL X; 
F ACSIMILIE 255-7559 
COURTHOUSE MAIL 
OTHER ___________ _ 
FIRST CLASS MAIL 
FACSIMILIE 263-7599 JQ-
COURTHOUSE MAIL 
OTHER ____________ _ 
24<; 
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SERRA S. WOODS #6319 
CONFLICT PUBLIC DEFENDER 
212 N. FIRST AVENUE, SUITE 200A 
SANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 
(208) 263-7556 
(208) 263-7599 FAX 
LINDA J. PAYNE 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
1034 N. THIRD STREET, SUITE 9 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
(208) 663-1303; 255-7555 
(208) 667 -8292 FAX 
ISB #6222 
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT 
TYRAH B. BROWN 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN A "\TD FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, J 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NO. CR-2007-2454 
vs. ) 
) 




STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NO. CR-2007-2885 
vs. ) 
) NOTICE OF HEARING 
TYRAH B. BROWN, ) DATE: 02/25/2008 
Defendant. ) TIME: 9:00 a.m. 
) 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that defendant, TYRAH B. BROWN, will call on her 
Motion to Consolidate for hearing on Monday, February 25, 2008, at the hour of9:00 
a.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, before the Honorable John P. Luster, 
Bonner County Courthouse, 215 S. First Avenue, Sandpoint, Idaho. This motion is 
expected to take no more than 30 minutes. 
NOTICE OF HEARING - Page 1 2 4 7 
Bonner County Courthouse, 215 S. First Avenue, Sandpoint, Idaho. This motion is 
expected to take no more than 30 minutes. 
DATED this l day of February, 2008. 
LINDA 
CO-CO L R DEFENDANT 
TYRAH B. BROWN 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this ~ day of (eJP , 2008, I served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing upon the following in the manner indicated: 
Louis Marshall FIRST CLASS MAIL j; 
Bonner County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney F ACSIMILIE 263-6726 
P.O. Box 1486 COURTHOUSE MAIL 
Sandpoint ID 83864 OTHER ______ _ 
Isabella Robertson 
Bonner County Public Defender 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint ID 83864 
Serra S. Woods 
Conflict Public Defender 
212 N. First Avenue, Suite 200A 
Sandpoint ID 83864 
NOTICE OF HEARING - Page 2 
FIRST CLASS MAIL ':t-




FIRST CLASS MAIL 
FACSIMILIE 263-7599Il" 
COURTHOUSE MAIL 
OTHER ____________ _ 
Bonner County Public Defender's Office 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
406 S. Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
111 fEB I ~ P lJ: ll2 
r AHiE secr! '," 
CLER D!STPICT CDU[:T 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRIC . Tmr--
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v. 













CASE NUMBER CR-07-0002454 
SECOND ORDER APPROVING 
INVESTIGA TIVE FUNDS 
The above-entitled matter having come before the Court upon the Second Ex Parte 
Motion for Approval of Investigative Funds and Affidavit of Isabella Robertson in Support of 
Second Ex Parte Motion for Approval oflnvestigative Funds on file herein, and good cause 
appearing; now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Bonner County Clerk set aside from public funds the 
additional sum of F\ve !bov.sCMU Dollars ($ 5r1l1:f= ) to the Bonner 
County Public Defender's budget line item account number 526-00, or such other Bonner County 
Public Defender line item account number as the Clerk may deem appropriate, for payment of 
current and anticipated pretrial costs of defense in this case. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant may bring such further requests for 
funds before the Court as are deerru:4 necessary by defense counsel. 
J~v) 
DATED this fi day of JaRQal'Y, 2008. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that true and correct copies of the foregoing were personally served by 
placing copies of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the 19 day of JMltlary, 2008, 
addressed to: Ftbvuu~ 
Isabella Robertson 
Bonner County Public Defender 
James D. Stow 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Marie Scott 
Bonner County Clerk. 
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BONNER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
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MART SCOT; 
CLERK DI TRICT COURi 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRIC. c 'I HE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 









Plaintiff, CASE NUMBER CR-07-00024S4 
v. 
KEITH A. BROWN, 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF 
TRANSCRIPT OF PROBABLE 
CAUSE HEARING FOR SEARCH 
WARRANT 
Defendant. 
The Court having before it the Defendant's Motion for Preparation of Transcript of 
Probable Cause Hearing for Search Warrant, and good cause appearing; now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the clerk ofthe court shall prepare and complete the 
transcript of the probable cause hearing for a search warrant held on February 6,2007 (Court 
Log #07-125) in Case No. CR-07-621. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the costs necessary for the preparation and completion 
of said transcript shall be paid at county expense and at no expense to the Defendant. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the transcript shall be complete and submitted to all 
parties to this action no later than the 3 t'J day of dJ C>\Y'c..h , 2008. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that preparation of this transcript be given priority and 
prepared on an expedite~ ~: Fel,~ 
DATED this _-,,~_-,--I_ day offallamy, 2008. 
DIS CT UDGE 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT OF PROBABLE 




I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the fOT40ing was personally served by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the day of~, 2008, addressed to: 
Isabella Robertson 
Bonner County Public Defender 
James D. Stow 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Transcript Department - Bonner County Courthouse. 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT OF PROBABLE 








STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff I Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 





CASE NO. CR-2007-2885/CR-2007-2454 
DATE: 02-14-08 TIME: 03:30 P.M. 
CD: 08-23 
vs TYRAH BREA BROWN/KEITH ALLEN BROWN 
Defendant I Respondent 
Atty: PHILIP ROBINSON AND LOUIS MARSHALL Atty: SERRA WOODS AND LINDA 
PAYNE/ISABELLA ROBERTSON AND JANET 
WHITNEY 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS STATUS CONFERENCE 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
339 J Calls Case 
Present: BOTH DEFENDANTS PRESENT IN CUSTODY WITH SERRA 
WOODS, LINDA PAYNE, ISABELLA ROBERTSON AND JANET 
WHITNEY, PHILIP ROBINSON AND LOUIS MARSHALL 
J SCHEDULED TODAY AT THE COURTS REQUEST. A COUPLE OF MOTIONS 
PENDING AND TRIAL IS SET. 
ASSIGNED TO HANDLE BOTH CASES AND UTILIZED JUDGE GIBLER. MR. 
BROWN IS TO BE HANDLED BY JUDGE GIBLER AND I WILL DO MS. BROWN. 
342 03-03-08 KEITH BROWN JUDGE GIBLER 
03-26-08 TYRAH BROWN JUDGE LUSTER. 
PROBLEMS? 
PR NO 
IR MR. BROWN IS SET 03-26-08 
LM CORRECT 
345 J TYRAH BROWN IS 03-03-08 
KEITH BROWN IS 03-26-08. READY? 
IR NOT READY TO PROCEED AT THIS TIME. READY TO WAIVE SPEEDY AND 
READY TO ASK FOR A CONTINUANCE. 
347 J SOUNDS LIKE YOU ARE NOT READY TO PROCEED TO TRIAl. 
IR DON'T HAVE FULL ACCESS TO EVIDENCE. IT IS IN FLORIDA. SOME MAY BE 
SENT FROM FLORIDA TO HERE. NEED FUNDS TO MAP HARD DRIVES. 
J READY? 
348 SW ASK FOR A CONTINUANCE. 
J STATE'S POSITION? 
PR READY TO PROCEED IN KEITH BROWN'S CASE. WILL NOT OBJECT TO 
CONTINUANCE. 
349 J HOW MUCH TIME NEEDED BEFORE TRIAL? 
IR 4 MONTHS MINIMUM AND 6 MONTHS MAXIMUM. ABSOLUTE TIME FRAME IS 6 
MONTHS. 
351 J CLIENT HAS FILED A NUMBER OF PLEADINGS WITH OR WITHOUT YOUR 
KNOWLEDGE. TRANSCRIPT SHOULD BE COMPLETED BY THIS MONTH. 
IR WE WILL PROVIDE MOTIONS BY MOTION DEADLINE. 
2 ORDERS FOR TRANSCRIPT OF PC OF SEARCH WARRANT. HAVEN'T 
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COURT MINUTES 
RECEIVED THE ORDER FROM ANOTHER TRANSCRIPT. 
353 J I SIGNED TODAY. 
IR 5 TO 6 SUPPRESSION HEARINGS. 
2-3 PROBABLE CAUSE HEARINGS. 
354 SW MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE IN FEBRUARY. CAN'T GIVE TIME FRAME. NO 
MORE THAN 6 MONTHS NEEDED TO PREPARE. 
355 J TRANSCRIPTS FOR MS. BROWN NOT REQUESTED. FILE DUPLICATES FRO~ 
MR. BROWN'S CASE IN TYRAH'S CASE. 
LP WILL PROVIDE ORDER TO COURT REPORTER 
356 PR MAY NOT HAVE TRIAL IN 6 MONTHS. 
J I CONTACTED MS. ROBERTSON LAST WEEK DON'T HAVE FILE IN KOOTENAI 
COUNTY. NOT SURE WHAT I HAD SIGNED. 
358 ADDRESSES MR. BROWN. I HAVE BEEN ADVISED YOUR COUNSEL IS NOT 
READY FOR TRIAL. EXPLAINS SPEEDY TRIAL RIGHTS. 





J WAIVE SPEEDY? 
MR. YES. WILL LIKE 30 SECONDS TO TALK TO YOU. TALKS TO JUDGE LUSTER. 
BROWN 
402 OFF RECORD 
403 RESUME 
MR. OPPOSE A CONSOLIDATION. 
BROWN 
J I LIKE TO HANDLE ONE THING AT A TIME. WANT TO HANDLE ISSUE OF 
SPEEDY TRIAL. YOU MADE IT CLEAR THAT YOU ARE WILLING TO WAIVE 
SPEEDY. 
WILL TAKE UP MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE AT THE END OF FEBRUARY. 
MR. NOT WAIVING ANY OTHER RIGHT EXCEPT SPEEDY TRIAL. 
BROWN 
405 J MOVE TO TYRAH BROWN. 
LP WILL LIKE TO TAKE UP WAIVER OF SPEEDY AT THE END OF FEBRUARY. 
406 J I THOUGHT WE HAD A MOTION TO CONTINUE 03-03-08 TRIAL DATE. 
SW WITHDRAW MOTION TO CONTINUE. 
PR READY TO GO TO TRIAL. NEED TO CALL WITNESSES. 
407 J MR. BROWNS CASE TO BE CONTINUED AND HE HAS WAIVED SPEEDY. THEY 
WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO BE TRIED TOGETHER. 
409 LP WE WILL WAIVE TODAY. STILL SET FOR MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE ON 02-25-
08? 
J YES 
WILL HAVE TO FIND TRIAL DATES. THEY WILL BE SET FAR ENOUGH OUT TO 
GET WITNESSES. 
411 ADDRESSING MS. BROWN. EXPLAINS WAIVER OF SPEEDY. WAIVE? 
MS. UNDERSTAND. NO QUESTIONS. WAIVE SPEEDY TRIAL. 
BROWN 
413 J WILL HAVE TO FIND NEW TRIAL DATE. FIRST I HAVE TO SEE IF CASES ARE 
TO BE CONSOLIDATED. RESET TRIAL DATE. 
414 JUDGE MICHAUD DEFERRED A BOND REDUCTION HEARING. 
SW WE HAVEN'T REFILED THAT MOTION. RESET FOR FEBRUARY? 
J CAN RESET. 
SW WILL DISCUSS THAT WITH MS. PAYNE. 
J CAN CALL MY OFFICE AND I CAN COME EARLIER THAN MY SCHEDULED TIME 
I I I I I IN BONNER COUNTY IF NEEDED. I UNCLEAR IF DEFENDANT'S PLEAD GUILTY OR IF COURT ENTERED PLEA. 
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COURT MINUTES 
J CHARGED WITH MURDER 




J WAIVE READING OF INFORMATION? 
MR. WAIVE 
BROWN 
418 J TRUE AND CORRECT NAME? 
MR. YES 
BROWN 
J CITES RIGHTS. PLEA? 
MR. PLEA NOT GUlL TV TO BOTH CHARGES. 
BROWN 
J ENTER PLEAS OF NOT GUlL TV TO BOTH CHARGES. 
419 LP MS. BROWN FILED A WRITTEN NOT GUlL TV PLEA. 
J INDULGE ME. 
CHARGED WITH MURDER. 
CHARGED WITH GRAND THEFT. 
WAIVE READING OF INFORMATION? 
MS. YES 
BROWN 
J CITES RIGHTS. UNDERSTAND? 
MS. YES 
BROWN 
J PLEA TO BOTH CHARGES? 
MS. NOT GUILTV 
BROWN 
J ENTER PLEAS OF NOT GUlL TV TO BOTH CHARGES. 
420 PR NUMEROUS MOTIONS TO BE HEARD ON 02-25-08. ONLY HAVE MOTION TO 
CONSOLIDATE. 
J PRETRIAL ON 02-25-08. WILL NOT HANDLE PRETRIAL ON THAT DATE. BUT 
CAN HANDLE MOTIONS ON MONDAYS OF EACH MONTH OR CONTACT 
OFFICE IF NEED SOONER TIME. NOTICE MOTIONS UP. 
422 IR MR. BROWN'S COUNSEL WILL NOT BE PROVIDING ANY INFORMATION ON 
THE MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE. 





LP YES. ONLY THING MOTIONED UP IS THE MOTION FOR CONSOLIDATION AND 
A BOND HEARING WILL BE MOTIONED UP. 
ONLY OTHER ISSUE IS THAT DEFENDANT NEEDS TO BE TRANSPORTED FOR 
HEARINGS. THE COURT NORMALLY PREPARES THE ORDERS. 
425 J THE COURT DOESN'T NORMALL Y PREPARE THOSE ORDERS. YOU NEED TO 
PROVIDE THE ORDER TO TRANSPORT. 
LP OK 
426 J OTHER ISSUE. MR. BROWN YOU HAVE FILED PAPERWORK. ALL THAT 
INFORMATION IS PUT IN COURT FILE AND DISTRIBUTED TO BOTH SIDES. 
428 END 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
o JUVENILE 
(SUBJECTS fIRST NAME) (SUBJEetSMIDDLE NAME) (SUBJECTS LAST NAME) 
r ~ [ 1 BY VIDEO ~ / '7 l:>" Y ;-,UBJECTAPPEAREDINCOURTON: 02--/7 -~Oo a AT 6,';10 
"; ~S UBJECT IS TO: [] BE OR'D I J ~ [ ] BE RELEASED BY JUDGES ORDER yrR'EMAIN IN CUSTODY 
[ ] BE RELEASED1:VIC SERVED [ ] BOND $ _____________ _ 
[ ] BE RELEASED TO PARENTIPTA 
] MUST SIGN WAIVER OF EXTRADITION [ ]WORK RELEASE/SEARCH GRANTEe 
] AUTHORIZATION TO TRANSFER TO REGION ONE JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER GRANTED, IF NECESSARY. 
] SENTENCED TO: [ ] ____ DAyS IMPOSED 
[ ] DA YS SUSPENDED 
[ ] DAYS TO SERVE 
[ ] DA YS CREDIT 
[ ] HOURS ON SHERIFF'S LABOR PROGRAM. 
SIGN UP WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS FROM TODAY 
AT SHERIFF'S OFFICE AND COMPLETE BY: 
____________ " 2o __ 
[ ] SUBJECT TO REPORT TO THE BONNER COUNTY JAIL ON: AT ____ M 
[ ] BREATH OR U/ A TEST ORDERED X'S WEEKLY ON: AT M 
[ 1 SUBJECT PLACED IN THE CUSTODY OF THE DEPT. OF HEALTH & WELFARE NOT TO EXCEED ---Y-E-AR (S). 
] SUBJECT SENTENCED TO SERVE NOT LESS THAN AND NOT MORE THAN __________ _ 
IN THE IDAHO STATE DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS. 
] THIS SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED. [ J PLACED ON YEARS PROBATION. 
] SUBJECT TO BE PLACED IN THE RETAINED JURISDICTION PROGRAM FOR NOT MORE THAN 180 DAYS. 
1 AS CONDITION OF PROBATION, SUBJECT TO SERVE DAYS LOCAL JAIL. 
JUDGE'S ORDER: SUBJEirS TO =r{il!1&t;<l IN C4 S/D% 
SP~ t 77< v4L (N A-I vtj) . 'M f!JtUtf j?t.1 4(", 
[ ] JUDGE'S ORDER WILL FOLLOW [ ] PUBLIC ER OFFICE APPOINTED 
JUDGE'S SIGNATURE (if needed) 25(: ~BA~I~L~IF=F~~=-----------
BON OC 028 Rev. 3/04 
I 
OFFICE OF THE PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
PHILIP H. ROBINSON (ISB# 1323) 
P. O. BOX 1486 
SANDPOINT, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
FAX: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NO.: CR-2007-2454 
) 
~. ) PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY 
) 
KEITH ALLAN BROWN, ) 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW the Office of the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney and submits the 
following supplemental response to discovery: 
Page (s): JS1 - JS7 
JS8 - J61 








Records Check - Daniel Mack 
Records Check - Linda Kingery 
Records Check - Pamela Roberts 
Records Check - Bonnie Wyrobek 
Records Check - Robin Maurer 
Records Check - Judi Forschler 
Records Check - Leslie Breaw 
RMINReport 
Inmates housed with Tyrah Brown 
RMIN Evidentiary Data 
If you have not received any of the foregoing copies, please contact this office 
immediately. 
PlAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 1 
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, 
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16, the Prosecuting Attorney further informs the 
Defendant that you are permitted to inspect and copy or photograph books, paper, documents, 
photographs, tangible objects, building or places or copies or portions thereof, which are 
mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and which are in the possession, custody or 
control of the Prosecuting Attorney and which are material to the preparation of the defense, or 
intended for use by the Prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained from or belonging to the 
Defendant. 
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the Defendant that you are permitted to 
inspect and copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations, and 
of scientific tests or experiments, made in connection with the particular case, or copies 
thereof, which are mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and which are within the 
possession, custody or control of the Prosecuting Attorney, the existence of which is known or 
is available to the Prosecuting Attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
DATED this /5 day of Febr 
Prosecuting Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the '¥1 rll day of February, 2008, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing dbbument as addressed to the following: 
Court File - Original 
Isabella Robertson 
Chief Deputy Public Defender 
Interoffice Courthouse Mail 
Nancf J~hns;n, Legal Assistant 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 3 
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BOl'-rNER COlJ"NTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
Janet K. Whitney (ISBN: 6624) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE "")) 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER- I 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 









CASE NUMBER CR-07-00024S4 
NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT CHANGE 
Defendant. ) 
----------------------------
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the undersigned Public Defenders are assuming 
representation of the Defendant in the above-entitled matter. All inquiries and documents 
regarding this action should be directed to the undersigned attorneys. 
DATED this c::< L day of February, 2008. 
NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT CHANGE 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER 





t\ ET K. WHITNEY 
H EF DEPUTY PUBLIC DE ENDER 
260 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the fo~o~s personally served by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the d-tI- day of February, 2008, addressed to: 
James D. Stow 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT CHANGE Page 2 261 
02/22/2008 15:41 
Bonner County Public Defender's Office 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
BONNER CO PUB ~--END PAGE 02/05 
Janet K.. Whitney (ISBN: 6624) 
406 S. Ella Street • fEB 22 P 3: .. 4 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
c:- c~ .. ",' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN A..1\1) FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 






CASE NUMBER CR-07-0002454 
MOTION TO ENLARGE TIME FOR 
mING PRETRIAL MOTIONS 




COMES NOW the Defendant, Keith A. Brown, by and through his attorneys of record, 
Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and Janet K.. Whimey, Chief Deputy Public 
Defender, and respectfully moves this Honorable Court to enter its Order enlarging the time 
within which the Defendant may file any and all pretrial motions in this case which Defendant's 
counsel may deem appropriate with regard to and after receipt of the following: 
(1) Transcript of the preliminary hearing held in this case on September 27,2007; 
(2) Transcript of the probable cause hearing for the Search Warrant issued in Case 
No. CR-07-621 on February 6,2007; and 
(3) Transcript of the probable cause hearing for a Search Warrant issued in this case 
on March 22, 2007. 
MOTION TO ENLARGE TIME FOR FILING PRETRIAl MOTIONS Page 1 
262 
02/22/2008 15:41 208-2r::~""559 BONNER CO PUB P~~END PAGE 03/05 
The foregoing motion is made on the basis that the Court has ordered that all of the 
foregoing transcripts be prepared; that none of the above-mentioned transcripts have been 
received; that pretrial motions are due in this case on February 25,2008; and that counsel cannot 
detennine whether the £ling of pretrial motions is appropriate until the transcripts have been 
reviewed. 
WHEREFORE, the Defendant prays that the time for filing pretrial motions on issues 
related to any of the above transcripts be enlarged to and including ten (10) days after the receipt 
of any of the above transcripts by Defendant's counsel. 
DATED this.:?1-day of Febroary) 2008. 





JANET K. WHITNEY 
CHIEF DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by 
facsimile on Februmy 22, 2008, addressed as follows: 
James D. Stow 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Fax: 265-6726. 
MOTION TO ENLARGE TIME FOR FILING PRETRIAL MOTIONS 
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Page 2 
BONNER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
Janet K. Whitney (ISBN: 6624) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NUMBER CR-07-0002454 
Plaintiff, ) 
) OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR 
V. ) CONSOLIDATION WITH 
) CR-07-2885 
KEITH A. BROWN, ) 
) DATE: FEBRUARY 25, 2008 
Defendant. ) TIME: 9:00 A.M. 
COMES NOW the Defendant, by and through his attorneys of record, Isabella Robertson, 
Bonner County Public Defender, and Janet K. Whitney, Chief Deputy Public Defender, and 
object to the Motion for Consolidation filed in Case No. CR-07-0002885, "State v. Tyrah 
Brown," on February 11, 2008. 
Defendant's counsel believe that a consolidation at this time is premature in that the 
discovery phase ofthe case is far from complete. Counsel cannot reasonably advise Keith Brown 
at this time whether consolidation is in his best interest. Counsel believe that it is unnecessary 
and improper to rush into consolidation at this time in view of the fact that trial will not be held 
for some six months. 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR CONSOLIDATION WITH CASE NO. CR-07-2885 Page 1 
264 
Counsel respectfully request that the matter of consolidation be revisited in approximately 
ninety (90) days. 
DATED this 2d:- day of February, 2008. 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER 




JANET K. WHITNEY 
CHIEF DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the fOI'e&,~as personally served by 
placing a copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the" a day of February, 2008, 
addressed to: 
James D. Stow 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 






STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff I Petitioner 
IN "fHE DISTRICT CouRT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 





CASE NO. CR-2007-2885/CR-2007-2454 
DA TE: 02-25-08 TIME: 09:00 A.M. 
CD: 08-32 
vs TYRAH BREA BROWN/KEITH ALLEN BROWN 
Defendant I Respondent 
Atty: PHILIP ROBINSON, LOUIS MARSHALL Atty: SERRA WOODS/LINDA PAYNE 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE/MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 















CASE NO. CR-2007-2885 
COURT MINUTES 
PHASE OF CASE 
Calls Case 
Present: MS. BROWN PRESENT IN CUSTODY WITH LINDA PAYNE, PHILIP 
ROBINSON AND LOUIS MARSHALL. MR. BROWN PRESENT IN 
CUSTODY WITH ISABELLA ROBERTSON 
TAKE UP MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE FIRST. READY? 
YES 
DEFENSES ARE NOT COMPETING. BOTH DEFENDANTS WOULD BENEFIT IF 
BOTH WERE AT THE TRIAL. MOVE TO CONSOLIDATE. 
OPPOSE MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE. TWO JURIES, CAUTIONIONARY 
INSTRUCTIONS. THE DEFENDANT'S DO NOT HAVE THE RIGHT TO 
CONSOLIDATE. 
TALKED TO MR. BROWN. OBJECT TO MOTION TO CONSOLIDATION AT THIS 
TIME. WE DO NOT HAVE SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE IF THERE IS COMPETING 
EVIDENCE. IT MAYBE APPROPRIATE LATER ON. 
PRELIM'S WERE CONSOLIDATED. I AGREE WITH MS. ROBERTSON THAT WE 
HAVE A LOT OF DISCOVERY. AT THIS TIME CONSOLIDATE AND LATER CAN 
SEVER THE CONSOLIDATION. 
DEPOSITIONS WOULD NOT BE HINDERED IF NOT CONSOLIDATED. 




TRY THE CASES SEPARATELY. DENY MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE. PREPARE 
BRIEF ORDER MR. MARSHALL. 
BOND REDUCTION FOR MS. BROWN 
BOND SET AT 5 MILLION DOLLARS, EXCESSIVE. RULE 46 FACTORS. MY 
CLIENT HAS BEEN LIVING IN IDAHO MOVED TO COOLIN. HAS BEEN A HARD 
WORKER. CLIENT'S MOTHER WAS LIVING WITH MY CLIENT. SHE HAD A 
NIECE LIVING WITH HER SHE WAS TRYING TO ADOPT. SHE WAS TRYING TO 
BUY PROPERTY. THE FEMALE CHAPLAINS AT THE JAIL SAID THEY WOULD 
HELP HER FIND A PLACE TO STAY. THEY WOULD HELP HER GET TO 
APPOINTMENTS. CLIENT WANTS TO BE HERE TO HELP HER HUSBAND. 
THERE WAS A COERCED CONFESSION IN FLORIDA. 
CLIENT HAS A PRIOR RECORD IN MONTANA, THERE WAS A PROBATION 
VIOLATION, AND THERE WAS A HOLD THERE. 









CASE NO. CR-2007-2885 
COURT MINUTES 
DOESN'T DRINK OR DO DRUGS. 
REDUCE BAIL TO SOMETHING THAT IS REASONABLE. THE AMOUNT OF BAIL 
MAY BE SEEN AS HER BEING GUlL TV BY A POSSIBLE JURY. 
OPPOSING BAIL. NOT A GOOD CANDIDATE. SHE IS A FLIGHT RISK. SHE 
WAS ON FELONY PROBATION IN MONTANA AND SHE LEFT FOR FLORIDA. 
RULE 46. PURPOSE OF BOND IS TO MAKE SURE DEFENDANT SHOWS UP 
AND THE PROTECTION OF SOCIETY. 
COURT COULD NOT SET AN EXCESSIVE BAIL. EXPLAINS. 
SUBSTANTIAL BAIL NEEDS TO BE SET. 
5 MILLION DOLLAR BOND IS EXCESSIVE. 
BOND REDUCED TO 1 MILLION DOLLARS (FOR MS. BROWN) 
YOU PREPARED A PROPOSED ORDER I WILL FILL IT OUT. 
NOTHING ELSE. 
END 
DATE: 02-25-08 267 Page 2 of2 
STATE OF IDAHO 
o JUVENILE 
JAIL INFORMATION FOR BONNER COUNTY SHERIFF' 
JUDGE: __ ~k~u~~~~~r ____ __ CASE NO. <- Co t'") 
\(Q \:\:h 
(SUBJECTS FIRST NAME) (SUBJECTS MIDDLE NAME) (SUBJECT'S LAST NAME) 
[ ] BY VIDEO :;;;) ..:::- - AT ~ ~  [(l SUBJECT APPEARED IN COURT ON: __ ----.,.;...J=-_--'t:'---'"e-'Q--=-.. _--'C ..... 2'-t~____ - I • 
¥J SUBJECT IS TO: [] BE OR'D 
[ ] BE RELEASED BY JUDGES ORDER 
xJ REMAIN IN CUSTODY 
] BE RELEASED/TH·.1E SERVED rKl BOND $ ~~ 
[ ] BE RELEASED TO PARENT/PTA 
] MUST SIGN WAIVER OF EXTRADITION [ ]WORK RELEASE/SEARCH GRANTEe 
] AUTHORIZATION TO TRANSFER TO REGION ONE JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER GRANTED, IF NECESSARY. 
] SENTENCED TO: [ ] ____ DAyS IMPOSED 
[ ] DAYS SUSPENDED 
[ ] DAYS TO SERVE 
[ ] DA YS CREDIT 
[ ] HOURS ON SHERIFF'S LABOR PROGRAM. 
SIGN UP WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS FROM TODAY 
AT SHERIFF'S OFFICE AND COMPLETE BY: 
____________ , 20 __ . 
] SUBJECT TO REPORT TO THE BONNER COUNTY JAIL ON: AT ____ M 
] BREATH ORU/A TEST ORDERED X'SWEEKLYON: AT M 
[ 1 SUBJECT PLACED IN THE CUSTODY OF THE DEPT. OF HEALTH & WELFARE NOT TO EXCEED ---Y-E-AR (S). 
] SUBJECT SENTENCED TO SERVE NOT LESS THAN _______ --'AND NOT MORE THAN 
TN THE IDAHO STATE DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS. -------
] THIS SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED. [ ] PLACED ON YEARS PROBATION. 
] SUBJECT TO BE PLACED IN THE RETAINED JURISDICTION PROGRAM FOR NOT MORE THAN 180 DAYS. 
1 AS CONDITION OF PROBATION, SUBJECT TO SERVE DAYS LOCAL JAIL. 
JUDGE'S ORDER: SUBJECT IS TO _?--,,-R~SL~Y'V\()..~~....:--~+-(; __ -=~;,.:-' ~_~C~v<...::"=~:!IooL.+O~t!~\(_ 
I 
'1-. 
[ ] JUDGE'S ORDER WILL FOLLOW [ ] PUBLI~ D ~OFFICE APPOINTED 
26S '\-.......l \ 
JUDGE'S SIGNATURE (if needed) BAILIFF V" 
BON OC 028 Rev. 3/04 
Bonner County Public Defender 
Isabella Robertson, (ISBN: 6068) 
Janet K. Whitney (ISBN: 6628) 
406 S. Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
I / 
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Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 












MOTION TO SUPPRESS CONFESSIONS 
KEITH A. BROWN, 
Defendant. 
----------------------------) 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendant, Keith A. Brown, by and through his 
attorneys, Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and Janet K. Whitney, Chief 
Deputy Public Defender, and respectfully moves the Court for its Order suppressing any and all 
audio, video, or written confessions or statements obtained by the State in this case because they 
are false confessions obtained under duress. 
The foregoing motion is made on the basis that during interrogation, questioners 
suggested events and outcomes of events that, after repeated questionings, the Defendant began 
to adopt which had no bearing on the truth relating to the incident from which this case arose. 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS CONFESSIONS Page 1 
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Defendant requests a hearing on the foregoing motion following the filing of briefs. The 
within motion may be amended prior to the requested hearing. 
DATED this 25th day of February, 2008. 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER COUNTY 
PUBLI~ ~F.EN~ER 
BY~~~~ ______________________ __ 
ISABELLA ROBERTSON 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
JANET K. WHITNEY 
CHIEF DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by 
placing a copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the dS ~\-- day of February, 2008, 
addressed to: 
Louis Marshall 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
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Bonner County Public Defender 
Isabella Robertson, (ISBN: 6068) 
Janet K. Whitney (ISBN: 6628) 
406 S. Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 











CASE NUMBER CR-07-00024S4 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS BASED ON 
SPOLIATION OF EVIDENCE 
---------------------------) 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendant, Keith A. Brown, by and through his 
attorneys, Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and Janet K. Whitney, Chief 
Deputy Public Defender, and respectfully moves the Court for its Order suppressing any and all 
evidence obtained or examined by the State and its experts that is no longer available to the 
defense and defense experts. 
The Defendant would show the Court that the aforementioned evidence includes, but is 
not limited to, the following: 
1. The Brown residence and its contents in Coolin, Idaho, which have been 
destroyed; 
2. Additional evidence in Florida and Montana that is and will remain unavailable to 
the defense and defense experts. 
The foregoing motion is made not only on the basis that the evidence itself is and will 
remain unavailable to the defense and defense experts, but that any witnesses the evidence may 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS BASED ON SPOLIATION OF EVIDENCE Page 1 
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have led to are now no longer attainable for reasons beyond the control of current defense 
counsel. The defense will show at hearing that the unexamined evidence leads to mitigation and 
a showing to the jury at trial that the charges as expressed on the Information are not true and that 
Mr. Brown should be acquitted. 
Defendant requests a hearing on the foregoing motion following the filing of briefs. The 
within motion may be amended prior to the requested hearing. 
DATED this 25th day of February, 2008. 





JANET K. WHITNEY 
CHIEF DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by 
placing a copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the ~ S"~ day of February, 2008, 
addressed to: 
Louis Marshall 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
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Bonner County Public Defender 
Isabella Robertson, (ISBN: 6068) 
Janet K. Whitney (ISBN: 6628) 
406 S. Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v. 













CASE NUMBER CR-07-0002454 
MOTION TO DISMISS BASED ON 
SPOLIATION OF EVIDENCE 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendant, Keith A. Brown, by and through his 
attorneys, Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and Janet K. Whitney, Chief 
Deputy Public Defender, and respectfully moves the Court for its Order to this case on the basis 
that many pieces of evidence that had been examined or obtained by the State and its experts are 
no longer available to the defense and defense experts. 
Defendant contends that the fact the evidence is no longer available is beyond the control 
of the current team of defense counsel. That evidence includes, but is not limited to, the Brown 
residence in Coolin, Idaho, and all of its contents, which has been destroyed. There is additional 
evidence in Florida and Montana that is and will remain unavailable to the defense and defense 
experts. 
The Defendant also moves to dismiss this case because any witnesses that the evidence 
would have led to are now no longer attainable for reasons beyond the control of the current 
defense counsel. 
MOTION TO DISMISS BASED ON SPOLIATION OF EVIDENCE Page 1 
The defense will show at hearing that the unexamined evidence leads to mitigation and a 
showing to the jury at trial that the charges as expressed on the Information are not true and that 
Mr. Brown should be acquitted. 
Defendant requests a hearing on the foregoing motion following the filing of briefs. The 
within motion may be amended prior to the requested hearing. 
DATED this 25th day of February, 2008. 





JANET K. WHITNEY 
CHIEF DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certifY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by 
placing a copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the a$. ti- day of February, 2008, 
addressed to: 
Louis Marshall 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
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Bonner County Public Defender 
Isabella Robertson, (ISBN: 6068) 
Janet K. Whitney (ISBN: 6628) 
406 S. Ella Street 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
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CASE NUMBER CR-07-0002454 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE 
OBTAINED FROM WELFARE CHECK 
ON FEBRUARY 5, 2007 
---------------------------) 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendant, Keith A. Brown, by and through his 
attorneys, Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and Janet K. Whitney, Chief 
Deputy Public Defender, and respectfully moves the Court for its Order suppressing any and all 
evidence obtained from the law enforcement entry to the Brown residence on February 5,2007. 
In support of the foregoing motion, the Defendant would show the Court as follows: 
1. The Bonner County Sheriffs Office received a request for a welfare check 
regarding Leslie Breaw that was logged by dispatch on February 5,2007. 
2. In response to the request for a welfare check on Leslie Breaw, on February 5, 
2007, Bonner County Sheriffs deputies proceeded to Coolin, Idaho, and entered the residence of 
Keith Brown rather than the residence of Leslie Breaw. 
3. The entry of the sheriffs deputies into the residence of Keith Brown preceded any 
entry into the residence of Leslie Breaw, the subject of the welfare check. 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE OBTAINED FROM WELFARE CHECK 
ON FEBRUARY 5, 2007 
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4. Any and all evidence gathered on the entry to the Keith Brown residence on 
February 5, 2007, must be suppressed, along with any evidence that the authorities were led to by 
the analysis of any evidence obtained by their entrance into the Brown residence. 
5. Defendant also moves to suppress any of the evidence gained during the welfare 
check entry that the State purports to form the alleged probable cause for the Complaint in Case 
Nos. CR-07-621 and CR-07-2454. 
Defendant requests a hearing on the foregoing motion following the filing of briefs. The 
within motion may be amended prior to the requested hearing. 
DATED this 25th day of February, 2008. 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER COUNTY 
PUBLIC~ DFE DER 
~ / -.;-
BY: • ~~~ 
ISABELLA ROBERTSON 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
JANET K. WHITNEY 
CHIEF DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy ofthe foregoing was personally served by 
placing a copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on th<txS~- day of February, 2008, 
addressed to: 
Louis Marshall 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE OBTAINED FROM WELFARE CHECK 
ON FEBRUARY 5, 2007 
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Bonner County Public Defender 
Isabella Robertson, (ISBN: 6068) 
Janet K. Whitney (ISBN: 6628) 
406 S. Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 











KEITH A. BROWN, 
Defendant. 
CASE NUMBER CR-07-00024S4 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE FOR 
LACK OF PROBABLE CAUSE IN CASE 
NO. CR-07-621 
---------------------------) 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendant, Keith A. Brown, by and through his 
attorneys, Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and Janet K. Whitney, Chief 
Deputy Public Defender, and respectfully moves the Court for its Order suppressing any and all 
evidence in this case based upon lack of probable cause for the filing of Case No. CR-07-621. 
In support ofthe foregoing motion, the Defendant would show the Court as follows: 
1. Case No. CR-07-621 was filed on February 7,2007, alleging a charge of Grand 
Theft by Possession of Stolen Property, a violation ofIdaho Code §§ 18-2403 and 18-2407(1)(b). 
2. The property allegedly stolen by Keith Brown with the intent to appropriate the 
same to himself consisted of a Panhandle State Bank debit card belonging to Leslie Breaw. 
3. The defense contends that any evidence procured in the investigation of the 
Complaint filed in CR-07-621 was insufficient to establish probable cause, and that Case No. 
CR-07-621 was the predicate case that led to the issuance of a search warrant in the instant case. 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE FOR LACK OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
IN CASE NO. CR-07-621 
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4. The defense further contends that any and all evidence procured during the 
investigation ofCR-07-2454 stems from the investigation of the Complaint filed in CR-07-621 
and must be suppressed as fruit of the poisonous tree because there was no probable cause for the 
Complaint and resulting arrest of Mr. Brown on the Complaint in CR -07 -621. 
5. The investigation that the State inappropriately developed into the felony 
Complaint fonning the basis for CR-07-621 led to alleged evidence that allegedly supports all of 
the charges levied against Mr. Brown in this case. 
6. Therefore, with insufficient evidence to support the filing of the Complaint 
against Mr. Brown in CR-07-621, there was insufficient reason and evidence to take Mr. Brown 
into custody in Florida, to interrogate him, and to proceed with any search warrants. 
7. Any evidence that stemmed from the filing of CR-07-62 1 , a Complaint with 
insufficient probable cause, that is in any way connected to CR-07-2454 must be suppressed as 
fruit of the poisonous tree. 
Defendant requests a hearing on the foregoing motion following the filing of briefs. The 
within motion may be amended prior to the requested hearing. 
DATED this 25th day of February, 2008. 





JANET K. WHITNEY 
CHIEF DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE FOR LACK OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
IN CASE NO. CR-07-621 
Page 2 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by 
placing a copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the as t>- day of February, 2008, 
addressed to: 
Louis Marshall 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE FOR LACK OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
IN CASE NO. CR-07-621 
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Bonner County Public Defender's Office 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
Janet K. Whitney (ISBN: 6624) 
406 S. Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255~ 7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
BONNER CO PUB ~--END 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BO~"NER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 












CASE NUMBER CR-07-0002454 
ORDERTOENLARGET~FOR 
FILING PRETRIAL MOTIONS 
PAGE 04/05 
Based upon the Defendant's Motion to Enlarge Time for Filing Pretrial Motions on file 
herein, and good cause appearing; now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the time for filing any and all pretrial motions in this 
case which defense counsel deem appropriate with regard to any issues related to the following 
transcripts be and hereby is extended for ten (10) days following defense counsel's receipt of any 
of such transcripts: 
(1) Transcript of the preliminary hearing held in this case on September 27, 2007; 
(2) Transcript of the probable cause hearing for the Search Warrant issued in Case 
No. CR-07-621 on February 6, Z007; and 
ORDER TO ENLARGE TIME FOR FILING PRETRIAl MOTIONS Page 1 
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02/22/2008 15:41 208-2""-'559 BONNER CO PUB P~~END PAGE 05/05 
(3) Transcript of the probable cause hearing for the Search Warrant issued. in this case 
on March 22,2007. 
~"" 
DATED this 2'1 day of February, 2008. 
DISTRICT ruDOE 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that true and correct copies of the foregoing were personally served by placing 
copies of the same in the interoffice mailbox or delivered by facsimile on the .11 day of 
February, 2008, addressed to: 
Isabella Robertson 
Bonner County Public Defender 
Janet K.. Whitney 
Chief Deputy Public Defender 
James D. Stow 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
ORDER TO ENLARGE TIME FOR FILING PRETRIAL MOTIONS 
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STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
Keith Allen Brown 
t #F 
Bozman, MT 59715 
r t JUdicial District Court, State of Id 
In and For the County of Bonner 
215 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
• FEB 2q A II: 2b 
HAR;" S;';O 1 T 

















Case No: CR-2007-0002454 
AMENDED 
NOTICE OF TRIAL 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for: 
Pretrial Conference Monday, June 23, 2008 @09:00 AM 
Judge: John Patrick Luster 
Jury Trial- 10 Days Monday, July 14, 2008 @09:00 AM 
Judge: Fred M. Gibler 
Alternate Presiding Judges: Charles W. Hosack, John P. Luster, 
Fred M. Gibler, George Reinhardt, III, James R. Michaud, John H Bradbury, 
Lansing Haynes 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by 
the Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as 
follows on this date Friday, February 29,2008. 
Keith Allen Brown Mailed __ Hand Delivered, __ 
Counsel: Isabella Robertson 
406 S. Ella 
Sandpoint ID 83864 
James D. Stow Bonner County Prosecutor 
cc: Jury Commissioner 
Bailiff 
Lynne 




MaiTMAIL Hand Delivered __ 
Dated: Friday, February 29,2008 
Marie Scott 




TO: Clerk of the Court 
Bonner County Courthouse 
215 South First Avenue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Case No. CR 2007-2454 
STATE OF IDAHO 
vs 
KEITH A. BROWN 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
Notice is hereby given that on March 3, 2008, I lodged 
the transcripts from the February 6, 2007 Probable Cause for 
Search Warrant hearing of 34 pages and the March 22, 2007 
Probable Cause for Search Warrant hearing of 36 pages for the 
above-referenced case with the District Court Clerk of the 
County of Bonner in the First Judicial District. 
283 
Valerle E. Larson 
March 3, 2008 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
CR 2007-2454 
KEITH BROWN 
I hereby certify that on the 3rd day of March, I caused true and correct copies of 
the February 6t\ 2008 for a S/W transcript and the March 22, 2007 transcripts to 
be served upon the following person(s) in the following manner: 
PHIL ROBINSON-Courthouse mail 
(.) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Facscimile 
"'-{l) Courthouse Mail 
( ) Other 
SERRA WOODS-Courthouse Mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Facscimile ~) Courthouse Mail 
( ) Other 
Q~l~~ 
Deputy Clerk 
Certificate of Mailing 
BONNER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v. 












CASE NUMBER CR-07-00024S4 
DEFENDANT'S SPECIFIC REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW Defendant, Keith A. Brown, by and through his attorney of record, 
Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and makes the following specific requests 
for discovery: 
1. A list of the evidence now available in Bonner County in this case, together with 
the dates on which Bonner County received such evidence. 
2. The opportunity to examine any and all items of evidence obtained as a result of 
the search warrant issued in Case No. CR-07-621 on February 6,2007. 
3. The opportunity to examine any and all items of evidence obtained as a result of 
the search warrant issued March 22, 2007, in this case. 
DEFENDANT'S SPECIFIC REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY Page 1 
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The undersigned further requests pennission to inspect and copy said infonnation, 
evidence and materials within FOURTEEN (14) days of this request, unless this infonnation is 
given to this office at a sooner time. 
DATED this __ 5' ___ day of March, 2008. 




CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on theS~ day of March, 2008, addressed 
Louis Marshall 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
DEFENDANT'S SPECIFIC REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY Page 2 
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TO: Clerk of the Court 
Bonner County Courthouse 
215 South First Avenue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Case No. CR 2007-2454 
STATE OF IDAHO 
vs 
Keith A. BROWN 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
" 
Notice is hereby given that on March 5, 2008, I lodged 
the transcript from the September 27, 2007 Preliminary hearing 
of 360 pages for the above-referenced case with the District 
Court Clerk of the County of Bonner in the First Judicial 
District. 
287 
Valerie E. Larson 
March 5, 2008 
I 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
CR 2007-2454 
Keith Brown 
I hereby certify that on the 6th day of March, I caused ~d ~ect copies of 
the September 27, 2007 Preliminary hearing transcript to be served upon the 
following person(s) in the following manner: 
JAMES STOWE 
~) u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Facscimile 
( ) Courthouse Mail 
( ) Other 
ISABELLA ROBERTSON 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Facscimile 
~) Courthouse Mail 
( ) Other 




OFFICE OF THE PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
PHILIP H. ROBINSON (ISBN: #1323) 
127 S. First Avenue 
SANDPOINT, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
FAX: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. 
CASE NO.: CR-07-2454 
REQUEST FOR SUPPLEMENTAL 
DISCOVERY 






TO: Keith A. Brown, the above named Defendant and your attorneys, 
Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender and Janet 
Whitney, Chief Deputy Public Defender. 
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16, you are hereby requested to provide within 
fourteen (14) days, the following supplemental discovery materials to the Bonner 
County Prosecuting Attorney's Office, 127 S. First Avenue, Sandpoint, Idaho 83864, or 
via Courthouse Mail: 
1. A copy of any writing, document, letter or other correspondence or 
pleading received by you from Tyrah Brown. 
DATED this yO day of March, , 
Prosecuting Attorney 
REQUEST FOR SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY - 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the ! b ~ day of March, 2008, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing document as addressed to the fonowing: 




REQUEST FOR SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY - 2 
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BONNER COUNTY PUBUC DEFENDER 
IssbBlla Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
406 South Ella Strc;cl 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 25S~ 7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE J.l'IRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 















CASE NUMBER CR-07-0002454 
ORDER FOR PnEPARATION OF 
TRANSCRll'T OF l>ROBA.8LE 
CAUSE BEARlNG FOR SEARCH 
WARRANT 
The Coun having before it the Defendant's Motion for Preparation of Trans cnp t of 
Probable; Cause Hearing for Search Wemmt, and good CAuse appearing; 110W, thcrc:forco, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the cleek of the court shall prepare and complete the 
transcript of the probable cattle hearbag for a .e8l"ch warrant held On February 6, 2007 (Court 
Log #07-125) in Case No. CR-07-621. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDER..ED that the costs Decessary for the preparation and completion 
of ~aid tronz:;~pt shall be paid lit c;ounty cxxP=6o and at no c:x.pCln~c to tbQ Defi:;ndant. 
IT IS FURTHER. ORDERED that the transcript shall be complete and submitted to all 
parties to this action no later thatl the 3C]!"'daY of r110 ./' (...-c",-- . . 2008. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED thatprcparation of this transcript be given priority and 
prepared on an expedited basis. ~ 
DATED this [[f-'-. dAyo£Im;mG~\008. 
DISTRICT JUDGB 
ORDER FOR PRePARATION 01' TRANSCRJI='T O\'" PR08ABLE 




I hereby certify that a trUe and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the If day of Jcml2:aJ.'1J 2008, addressed to: 
/1laidu Isabella Robertson 
Bonner Count)' Public Defender 
.James D. !IOW 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attomey 
Tranec:ript Department - BollJl.8r County Courthouse. 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT OF PROeM!..!: Pase 2 
CAUSE HEARING FOR SEARCH WARRANT 
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'Lt-~ so/za d t£6-! 61119ttBOl 
Bonner County Public Defender 
Isabella Robertson, (ISBN: 6068) 
Janet K. Whitney (ISBN: 6624) 
406 S. Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
S 1 ATLo OF 10 t~HO 
COUNTY OF BONNER 
:oIF;ST JUC!(!LL O!STRICi 
lIII MAR 13 P ~ 21 
r-1A;\I£ SCOTT 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
--. :Jrftfiy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NUMBER CR-07-0002454 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE 
v. ) OBTAINED FROM SEARCH WARRANT 
) ISSUED FEBRUARY 6, 2007; NOTICE OF 
KEITH A. BROWN, ) HEARING 
) 
Defendant. ) DATE: APRIL 28, 2008 
) TIME: 2:30 P.M. 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendant, Keith A. Brown. by and through his attorneys of 
record, Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and Janet K. \Vhitney, Chief Deputy 
Public Defender, and respectfully moves the Court for its Order suppressing any and all evidence in 
the instant matter obtained as a result of the Search Warrant issued February 6,2007, in Case No. 
CR-07-621, which was granted by the Magistrate based on inferences narrated by the prosecution 
during the alleged hearing for probable cause for the search warrant held on February 6, 2007. Even 
though the prosecutor had a witness on the stand to provide informat"ion from the witness's 
perspective, all of the information presented to the Magistrate was in the form of a narration from the 
prosecutor or through leading questions from the prosecutor. The Search Warrant was granted based 
on inferences and conclusions only from the prosecutor's surmises that were not based on concrete 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE OBTAINED FROM SEARCH 
WARRANT ISSUED FEBRUARY 6. 2007; NOTICE OF HEARING 
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evidence that would form the basis for a reasonable, articulable suspicion upon which to even 
consider probable cause. At 110 time was the prosecutor under oath when any of the information was 
presented. TIle Magistrate had scant to no sworn evidence or information that a fail" probability 
existed that any evidence of any crime was going to be found in a particular place, all in violation of 
the Amendments IV and XIV ofthe United States Constitution, Article I § 17 of the Constitution of 
the State ofIdaho, and the laws of the State ofIdaho. 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the foregoing Motion to Suppress will be called on for 
hearing on the 28th day of April, 2008, at the hour of 2:30 p.m., or as soon thereafter as 
the matter may be heard before the Honorable John P. Luster, District Judge, at the Bonner 
County Courthouse. 





JANET K. WHITNEY 
CHIEF DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certif'y that a true and correct copy of the fOflt,C>i;Jg was personally served 
~ ~C.<)l~ on the ' ~ day of March, 2008, 
addressed to: 
Louis Marshall 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
V t6. ~~(.'. 'Z(,,~ -(liT21o . 
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Bonner County Public Defender 
Isabella Robertson, (ISBN: 6068) 
Janet K.. Whitney (ISBN: 6624) 
406 S. Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NUMBER CR-07-00024S4 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE 
V. ) OBTAINED FROM SEARCH WARRANT 
) ISSUED MARCH 22, 2007; NOTICE OF 
KEITH A. BROWN, ) HEARING 
) 
Defendant. ) DATE: APRIL 28, 2008 
) TIME: 2:30 P.M. 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendant, Keith A. Brown, by and through his attorneys of 
record, Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and Janet K. Whitney, Chief Deputy 
Public Defender, and respectfully moves the Court for its Order suppressing any and all evidence in 
the instant matter obtained as a result of the Search Warrant issued March 22, 2007. in this case. The 
Search Warrant issued March 22,2007, was granted by the Magistrate based on inferences narrated 
by the prosecution during the alleged hearing for probable cause for the search warrant held on 
February 6, 2007, in Case No. CR-07-621, and additional sworn information presented by one 
detective based on infonnation provided from an investigation in another state. The Search Warrant 
ill CR -07-621 was granted based on inferences and conclusions only from the prosecutor's swmises 
MonON TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE OBTAINED FROM SEARCH 
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that were not based on any concrete evidence that would fonn the basis for a reasonable, articulable 
suspicion upon which to even consider probable cause. The March 22, 2007, Search Warrant is 
defective because it is largely based on the February 6, 2007, Search Warrant, which was not based 
on any concrete evidence that would fonn the basis for a reasonable, articulable suspicion upon 
which to even consider probable cause. The Magistrate had scant to no sworn evidence or 
infonnation that a fair probability existed that any evidence of any crime was going to be found in a 
particular place, all in violation of the Amendments IV and XIV of the United States Constitution, 
Article I § 17 of the Constitution of the State ofIdaho, and the laws of the State ofIdaho. 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the foregoing Motion to Suppress will be called on for 
hearing on the 28th day of April, 2008, at the hour of 2:30 p.m., or as soon thereafter as 
the matter may be heard before the Honorable John P. Luster, District Judge, at the Bcrmer 
County Cowthouse. 
DATED this /~ day of March, 2008. 




JANET K. "WHITNEY 
CHIEF DEPUlY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE OBTAINED FROM SEARCH 
WARRANT ISSUED MARCH 22, 2007; NOTICE OF HEARING 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by 
facsimile on the \~ ~ay of March, 2008, addressed to: 
I 
Louis Marshall 
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Page 3 
Bonner County Public Defender 
Isabella Robertson, (ISBN: 6068) 
Janet K Whitney (ISBN: 6628) 
406 S. Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
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STATE OF IDAHO, 
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CASE NUM:BER CR-07-00024S4 
MOTION TO DISMISS BASED ON LACK 
OF PROBA.BLE CAUSE AT 
PRELIMINARY BEARING 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendant, Keith A. Brown, by and through his 
attorneys, Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and Janet K. Whitney. Chief 
Deputy Public Defender, and respectfully moves the Court for its Order to dismiss this case in its 
entirety. 
During the preliminary hearing held on September 28, 2007, the Magistrate stated that 
probable cause was properly presented on each and every element of four crimes: Murder in the 
First Degree, Grand Theft by Possession of Stolen Property, Firearm Enhancement, and 
Persistent Violator Enhancement. 
The Magistrate committed fundamental error when she found probable cause that is 
required to be based upon substantial evidence of every material element in the offenses charged. 
ICR S.l(b). At no time in the preliminary hearing was substantial evidence presented of the 
required states of mind that are the predicates for Murder in the First Degree and Grand Theft by 
Possession of Stolen Property. The prosecution did not present substantial evidence linking 




Defendant to any alleged crimes. At 110 time did the prosecution present any evidence to support 
the additions of the enhancements. 
DATED this 12-day of March, 2008. 





JA.."JET K. \VHITNEY 
CHIEF DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELlVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by 
facsimile on the j'1 f-- day of March, 2008, addressed to: 
Louis Marshall 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Fax: 265-6726. 




BONNER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
Janet K. Whitney (ISBN: 6628) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v. 











CASE NUMBER CR-07-0002454 
DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
------------------------------
COMES NOW the above-named defendant, by and through his attorneys of record, 
Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and Janet K. Whitney, Chief Deputy Public 
Defender, and submits the following Response to Plaintiffs Supplemental Request for Discovery 
dated March 10,2008. 
Attached hereto are copies of the following items of correspondence received in the 
Bonner County Public Defender's Office from Tyrah Brown: 
1. Undated letter marked as received by S. Woods, Attorney at Law, on February 5, 
2008, attached to a memo from Serra Woods dated February 6,2008, and 
received in the Public Defender's Office on February 7,2008; 
DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST 
FOR DISCOVERY 
Page 1 
2. Letter dated February 9, 2008, and received in the Bonner County Public 
Defender's Office on February 13, 2008. 
DATED this ~I day of March, 2008. 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER 




JANET K. WHITNEY 
CHIEF DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the d jeV day of March, 2008, addressed to: 
Philip H. Robinson 
Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney. 
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OFFICE OF THE PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
LOUIS E. MARSHALL (ISBN: 6441) 
127 S. First Avenue 
SANDPOINT, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
FAX: (208) 263-6726 
C·i"f;;TY ,,\0..0; l.J 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 





KEITH ALLAN BROWN, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO.: CR-2007-2454 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANT'S SPECIFIC 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW Plaintiff, State of Idaho by and through Louis E. Marshall, Chief Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney for Bonner County and hereby responds to the following requests for 
discovery: 
1. A list of the evidence now available in Bonner County in this case, together 
with the dates on which Bonner County received such evidence. 
RESPONSE: The Defendant through his attorney and defense investigator is permitted to 
view, examine, and/or copy and inspect all evidence located at the Bonner County Sheriffs Office 
as well as the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney's Office in this case. The Plaintiff objects to 
any request to list the evidence or to give dates on which Bonner County received such evidence 
if those dates are unknown. 
PlAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S 
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2. The opportunity to examine any and all items of evidence obtained as a 
result of the search warrant issued in Case No. CR2007-621 on February 6, 
2007· 
RESPONSE: The Defendant through his attorney and the defense investigator is allowed 
to examine, inspect and/or copy any items of evidence obtained as a result ofthe Search 
Warrant issued in Case No. CR2007-621 on February 6,2007, at the Bonner County 
Sheriffs Office. This request should be addressed to Sgt. Det. John Valdez. 
3· The opportunity to examine any and all items of evidence obtained as a 
result of the search warrant issued March 22, 2007, in this case. 
RESPONSE: On belief Plaintiff believes the Defendant is referring to a search warrant 
that was issued in the Fort Meyers Florida area. If any items of evidence are located at 
the Bonner County Sheriffs Office, the Defendant through his counsel and the defense 
investigator are free to inspect, examine, and/or copy any item using this same process as 
is outlined in NO.2. 
Further, the Defendant through his attorney and the defense investigator are free 
to examine any item held by the Lee County Sheriff's Office in Fort Meyers Florida in 
conjunction with this case. The Defense should make contact with Detective John Long of 
the Lee County Florida Sheriffs Office to arrange inspection of said evidence. 
DATED this !2'1 day of March, 2008. ~ 
~SE. HALL 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S 
SPECIFIC REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 2 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the J- if 1!2 day of March, 2008, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document as addressed to the following: 
Court File - Original 
Isabella Robertson 
Public Defender 
Interoffice Courthouse Mail 
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SPECIFIC REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 3 
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0 .. -THE PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
PHILIP H. ROBINSON (ISBN: 1323) 
127 S. First Avenue 
SANDPOINT, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
~ FAX: (208) 263-6726 
a 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, ) CASENO.: CR-2007-2454 
) 
vs. ) PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY 
) 
KEITH ALlAN BROWN, ) 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW the Office of the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney and submits that 
Discovery submitted on February 6,2008 and February IS, 2008 as Pages Jl - J82 were 
erroneous duplicate discovery numbers and need to be renumbered as listed by the following 
corrected numbers: 









Records Check - Keith Brown (previously Jl- J36) 
Records Check - Tyrah Brown (previously J37- Jso) 
Records Check - Daniel Mack (previously JSI-JS7) 
Records Check - Linda Kingery (previously JS8-J61) 
Records Check - Pamela Roberts(previously J62-J6S) 
Records Check - Bonnie Wyrobek (previously J66-J69) 
Records Check - Robin Maurer (previously J70-J72) 
Records Check - Judi Forschler (previously J73-J77) 
Records Check - Leslie C. Breaw (previously J78-J82) 
PLEASE CHANGE THE DISCOVERY NUMBERS ON YOUR COPIES OF THE 
RECORDS CHECKS AS LISTED ABOVE. 
If you have not received any of the foregoing copies, please contact this office 
immediately. 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 1 
no,... 
.j ~) 
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16, the Prosecuting Attorney further informs the 
Defendant that you are permitted to inspect and copy or photograph books, paper, documents, 
photographs, tangible objects, building or places or copies or portions thereof, which are 
mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and which are in the possession, custody or 
control of the Prosecuting Attorney and which are material to the preparation of the defense, or 
intended for use by the Prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained from or belonging to the 
Defendant. 
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the Defendant that you are permitted to inspect 
and copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations, and of 
scientific tests or experiments, made in connection with the particular case, or copies thereof, 
which are mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and which are within the 
possession, custody or control of the Prosecuting Attorney, the existence of which is known or is 
available to the Prosecuting Attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
DATED this ).1 day of Mar , 2 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the J '-16 day of March, 2008, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document as addressed to the following: 
Court File - Original 
Isabella Robertson 
Chief Deputy Public Defender 
Interoffice Courthouse Mail 
~~ Nan Johnson, Legal AsSIstant 
PlAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 2 
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BONNER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
Janet K. Whitney (ISBN: 6624) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DI~TiuCT61?riiE"-' 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v. 












CASE NUMBER CR-07-00024S4 
DEFENDANT'S FOURTH SPECIFIC 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW Defendant, Keith A. Brown, by and through his attorney of record, 
Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and makes the following specific requests 
for discovery: 
1. Any and all reports of Rocky Mountain Infonnation Network (RMIN) regarding 
any and all computer hard drives examined by RMIN in relation to this case, not already 
produced by the State, including the hard drives of any and all computers belonging to Leslie 
Breaw. 
2. Section 5 of RMIN report of contents of Defendant's computer hard drive 
including correspondence, chain of Custody, and search Warrant infonnation (State's discovery 
response disc #48), which is missing from the State's discovery provided to the Defendant. 
3. Any and all videos of searches of Browns' and Breaw's residences during the 
welfare check of February 5,2007, the execution of the Search Warrant issued February 7,2007, 
the execution ofthe Search Warrant issued March 22, 2007, and any other searches done on both 
residences. 
DEFENDANT'S FOURTH SPECIFIC REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY Page 1 
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4. Entire dispatch log from the beginning of the day on February 1,2007, through 
the end of the day on February 3,2007. 
5. Copy of condensed audio/telephone logs for dispatch from the beginning of the 
day on February 1, 2007, through the end of the day on February 3,2007, showing all calls to and 
from dispatch. 
6. Cell phone logs for Sgt. John Valdez, Det. Tony Ingram, and Sgt. Chris Bell from 
the beginning of the day on February 1, 2007, through the end of the day on February 3,2007. 
7. The opportunity to view the original time cards of Keith Brown and Tyrah Brown 
for the month of January, 2007. 
8. Any and all reports that the Prosecuting Attorney has or has sought regarding 
handwriting analysis on Keith Brown, Tyrah Brown, and Leslie Breaw. 
9. Copies of any and all receipts found on the body of Leslie Breaw, the clothing on 
the body of Leslie Breaw, or in Leslie Breaw's truck. 
The undersigned further requests permission to inspect and copy said information, 
evidence and materials within FOURTEEN (14) days of this request, unless this information is 
given to this office at a sooner time. 
DATED this __ .1-__ day of April, 2008. 




JANET K. WHITNEY 
CHIEF DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
DEFENDANT'S FOURTH SPECIFIC REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY Page 2 
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r , ' I ' 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoiryg was personally served by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the .. 2I1V;1--day of April, 2008, addressed as 
follows: 
Philip H. Robinson 
Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney 
Louis Marshall 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
DEFENDANT'S FOURTH SPECIFIC REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY Page 3 
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04/18/2008 13: 48 208-2~ 59 
BONNER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Isabella Robertson (LS.B.N. 6068) 
406 South Ella Street 
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Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 









Plaintiff, CASE NUMBER CR-Z007-0002454 
v. 
KEITH A. BROWN, 
MOTION RE: APPOINTMENT OF 
CONFLICT ATTORNEY 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and respectfully 
moves the Court for its Order determining whether it is necessary to appoint a conflict attorney 
for the above-named defendant in this case. 
The foregoing motion is based upon the Affidavits in Support of Motion Re: 
Appointment of Conflict Attorney filed concurrently herewith. 
DATED this I ff day of April, 2008. 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER 
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Pagel 
04/18/2008 13:48 208-2' i59 BONNER CO PUB ~~~END 
CERTlF1CATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that true and correct copies of the f~g were personally served by the 
method indicated below on the parties below this day of April, 2008: 
Louis Marshall 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Fax: 263-6726 
Keith A. Brown 
clo Bonner County Jail 
Fax: 255-1975. 




OFFICE OF THE PROSECUTING ATIORNEY 
LOUIS E. MARSHALL (ISB# 6441) 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
FAX: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 





KEITH ALLAN BROWN, ) 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO.: CR-2007-2454 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW the Office of the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney and submits the 
following supplemental response to discovery: 
Page (s): Fso - FS3 
FS4 - FS7 
Curriculum Vitae - Dr. Sally Aiken 
Curriculum Vitae - Stuart Jacobson 
If you have not received any of the foregoing copies, please contact this office 
immediately. 
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16, the Prosecuting Attorney further informs the 
Defendant that you are permitted to inspect and copy or photograph books, paper, documents, 
photographs, tangible objects, building or places or copies or portions thereof, which are 
mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and which are in the possession, custody or 
control of the Prosecuting Attorney and which are material to the preparation of the defense, or 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 1 
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intended for use by the Prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained from or belonging to the 
Defendant. 
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the Defendant that you are permitted to 
inspect and copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations, and 
of scientific tests or experiments, made in connection with the particular case, or copies 
thereof, which are mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and which are within the 
possession, custody or control of the Prosecuting Attorney, the existence of which is known or 
is available to the Prosecuting Attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
L S. MARSHALl,; , 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the dB JI:!}- day of April, 2008, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document as addressed to the following: 
Court File - Original 
Isabella Robertson 
Public Defender 
Interoffice Courthouse Mail 
Na y Johnson, Legal Assistant 
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STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
Keith Allen Brown 
 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Defendant. 
DOB:  
~t Judicial District Court, State of Ie' ') 
In and For the County of Bonner 
215 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 STATE OF IDAJiO 
C T'( C~ S(J R 
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Case No: CR-2007 -0002454 











) NOTICE OF HEARING 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for: 
Status Conference Friday, May 09,2008 @02:00 PM 
Judge: Fred M. Gibler 
Alternate Presiding Judges: Charles W. Hosack, John P. Luster, 
George Reinhardt, III, James R. Michaud, John H Bradbury, Lansing Haynes 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by 
the Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as 
follows on this date Friday, May 02, 2008. 
Keith Allen Brown Mailed__ Hand Delivered __ 
Counsel: Isabella Robertson 
406 S. Ella 
Sandpoint ID 83864 
James D. Stow Bonner County Prosecutor 
cc: Baiiiffs 
FaxedL Hand Delivered __ 
FaxedL Hand Delivered __ 
Dated: Friday, May 02,2008 
Marie Scott 
Clerk Of The District Court 
By: tJ;Jad- q pn 1:: 
Depu y Clerk 
MA Y. 2. 200 8 1: 32 PM "t:!~ Gi~i ER i ~ . d:) L NO. 260 P. 2 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIlE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
KEITH A. BROWN, 
Defendant. 
) 
) CASE NO. CR-2007~2454 
) 
) ORDER RE: NOTICE OF 






IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-entitled matter shall be 
scheduled for a Status Conference at the Bonner CO\U1ty Courthouse, Sandpoint, 
Idaho, on May 9, 2008 at 2:00 P.M. 
-,~Jl 
Dated this ~ day of May, 2008. 
/(AA..~rvl ~ 
FRED M. GIBLER, District Judge 
I hereby certify a true and correct copy of the foregoing was sent, via facsimile, 
this .2 "'r.14 day of May, 2008, to the follOwing: 
Louis Marshall, Chief Deputy Prosecutor - Fax: 263-6726 
Isabella Robertson, BOMer County Public Defender - Fax: 255-7559 
MARIE SCOU, CLERK OF COURT 
BY:~~~ 
Secretary to Ju <:;ible; 
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Body identified as missing Coolin man 
By KEITH KINNAIRD 
News editor 
Cause of death still under investigation 
Page 10f2 
Print Page 
SANDPOINT -- The body found at Priest Lake on Monday has been positively identified as that of Leslie 
Carlton Breaw, a 48-year-old Coolin man who was reported missing last month. 
The cause of Breaw's death remained under investigation on Wednesday, Bonner County Sheriff's officials 
said. Authorities are awaiting a pathology report from the Spokane County Medical Examiner's Office, which 
conducted the autopsy on Breaw. 
The identification comes a day after two people described as persons of interest in Breaw's disappearance 
were arrested in southwestern Florida. 
Keith Allan Brown, 46, and Tyrah Brea Brown, 25, are being held at the Lee County Jail in Fort Myers, Fla. 
Keith Brown is being held on an Idaho warrant charging him with grand theft. Tyrah Brown is jailed on a 
Montana warrant for absconding from probation. 
What roles -- if any -- either person had in Breaw's disappearance and death is still unknown, according to 
Bonner County Prosecutor Phil Robinson. 
"We don't know where to go with this," said Robinson, who adds that it's still not clear whether Breaw's 
death was the result of foul play. 
"I don't even know the cause of death. It could be suicide; it could be exposure; it could be hiking in the 
snow and he had a heart attack and died," said Robinson. 
Keith Brown, however, is charged with unlawfully using Breaw's debit card at a convenience store after the 
man was reported misSing. The use of the financial transaction card was discovered as part of the 
investigation into Breaw's disappearance, Robinson said. 
Robinson said the purchase, possibly for gasoline, was relatively small, although Keith Brown's unauthorized 
possession of the card amounts to a felony. 
The arm of the law doesn't typically extend beyond western states in Bonner County felony theft cases, but 
Robinson said an exception was made in this matter given the fact that sheriffs officials described the 
Browns as persons of interest in Breaw's disappearance. 
See BODY, Page 3 
To extend their reach, authorities here sought a warrant for Unlawful Flight to Avoid Prosecution, which 
enabled federal agents to track down and apprehend the Browns anywhere within the contiguous U.S . 
. -/.:~~mX .. ~e \,~ent to the exte~t of doing UFAP was to get them in custody so somebody could ask them, 'What 
~OyoU ~now about this mIssing guy?·" Robinson said. 
'"'2Jt ~ ~" 
1-.u._.II ________ 'L __ ~ _____ ~_L __ ....1_~l_~L ____ __ I_ . .....L~_l __ I,...r\I\'·'JI'\ .... , ..... '""1 ___ 1 ____ ._/"\1_---L '" ,'\ 0 ,,.., {\'V, 
rnnl v t!nnon Page 2 of2 
Federal marshals and FBI agents found the Browns living in Fort Myers Beach, a seaside community more 
than 3,000 miles from Bonner County. Keith Brown awaits extradition back to Idaho, but Robinson said it 
was not known Wednesday afternoon if Brown would fight or cooperate with those proceedings. 
Tyrah Brown has no pending charges in Idaho, Robinson said. 
Breaw was reported missing on Feb. 4 and his Dodge pickup truck was subsequently found near his Missouri 
Street home. Robinson said Breaw could have been missing since as far back as mid-January. 
The relationship between Breaw and the Browns was not entirely clear Wednesday. The Browns, who profess 
to be husband and wife, were reportedly staying in a home on Breaw's property at Priest Lake, Robinson 
said. 
Montana Department of Corrections records show Keith Brown was charged with fraud and drug possession 
in Gallatin County in the late 1990s and imprisoned for a period of time. Keith Brown was born in Madison, 
Wisc., and has used more than a dozen aliases over the years. 
Tyrah Brown was charged with theft in Missoula County in 2000 and imprisoned, according to Montana 
prison records. She was denied parole on a theft rap in 2001 and charged with escape in Yellowstone County 
the following year. She was born Tyrah Brea Harding in Sheldon, Iowa. 
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Narra tive: 
Off ense: Missing Person 
victim: 
Name: Breallll , Leslie Carlton 
DOB:  
SSN:  





Brown, Kei::h A:!..len 
 
5S1'1:  
Addres s: un}:nolA1D 
Phone: unknown 
Ii tness : 
itness: 
i ~ness : 
ldio: 
'deo: 
Name: Brown, 'Iyrah 3Yea aka Hayding 







Lindsay, Linda Leigh 
 
 





Ro~erts, Pamela Renae 
 
 






L ..totographE;: JUL 
EV'idence: 
BO:\; t~ EF c:~) _! j~':*r ';." 
_, ~,t ,{' ~ 
Officer(s) Involved: Det. Ingram, Det. Valdez, ISP Curt Kastens, ISP Julie 
Morgan, IS!' Sean Daly, Sgt. Ch::.-is Bell, Lt. Drake, Deputy Brian Martinez. 
On 02 -06-0,' Det. Jay gave me a detail to assist Det. Ingram wi 'C.h a possible 
missing person case. 
She told mE! that the victims vehicle was found abandoned up in Coolin, Idaho, 
The owner (Les Breaw) had not been seen since the 15th of January. 
I made contact with Det. Ingram by phone. He told me that B::.-eaw t s vehicle had 
been abandoned for about two weeks. Inside the vehicle were his passport, 
dri vers license and checkbook. There were several weapons and other items it 
would be unlikely someone would just leave in an abandoned truck. 
rhere were. two persons living in a house next to where Breaw lives and on the 
same proper·ty. They ei ther ::.-ented 0::'- had bought the house fl:"om r:he victim. Both 
~ad previous c::.-iminal history. I later obtained the names of both subjects. 
rhe male is: knolA'11 as Keith fl_llan BrolA7l1, dob  and t.he female is Ty:::-ah 
3rea Harding dob . 
)e1:. I:ngram had consent £::.-om Tyrah t s probation officer "Co search and want.ed my 
~ssistance at the residence in Coolin. Patrol Officers we::.-e "s.:i::ting" on "Che 
louse pendi.ng ou:::- arrival. 
- , .., .' dur~ng =~~s 'C.~m~, 
2.eads :::orn 
le::-l~2.Dn20 ~:na:. shs J::1 e 'v,: L~~ 3:,::--S=-V,', I~e::.h a:ld. '!'~:-=--a::: E=O\A":: arl8: -:'~'12.-;: l,es r.lc.::2 :Oee:1 
:.: -:'::le s~:):::e -:~18 weeJ:s a;;:J ::0:::: _ "::>\...:.~·:Je:- C::1d :Jee:- . .h2 ~jas c. ::-e;:~..!..c.:: a:1=' :-1:; :':-l~ 
a~ see~ ~~rn sin=e ~~a~ ~~rne. 





D.l.:eaw usually had 2 to 4 beers when he carne in for 
there was an incident with Breaw and Scoggins "86' 
hime: since l:ha t time, 
fit: f· f: f) I' 
oJ' .... ' .... 
80i':,\;::F i:::/:_::t~:.; _! .;;' I,~ 
Taco Tuesday, Scoggins sa~d 
d" Breaw, He had not seen 
Breaw I S truck was left dO\l\111 near Scoggins home near the corner of Scranton and 
Mi s S ouri streets, 
;;~r/' Scoggins knew ... an'd Keith but had nor: 
mother I Rebecca was here three weeks ago, 
for Dan Mack construction, 
seen much of them. He kne\l\l Trash 
g~ve or take. He said Keith worked 
Same date J tried to contact the owner of the True-Value store next to Tamarack 
on Hi ghway 57, The O\l\111er was not available. 
;r ne.:>:t mad!: contact ~I'i th the Manager at the Tamarack Grocery Tracy Olma. I 
obtained a receipt from January 23rd, 2007 signed "L. B." for $92.37. The clerk 
was uncertain who had signed the receipt. They bought diesel fuel and some 
:niscellaneous i terns. 
\lOTE: from information gathered it would appear Leslie Breaw signs his ini tials 
B. 
)n 02-07-07 I met with Detective Ingram and State Investigato:::-s at th.e ?riest 
Ja}:e Sub S::ation. Det. Ing:::-am had ob::.ained a search war:::-ant for B:::-eaw's 
'esidence ciS y,l e21 as the residence of Kei th and 'Ty:::-ah B:::-OiA1TI.. 
no::.e ;::"e.:: both houses we:::e wood the :::-esidence 
:::.i=2.2 logs surrounding a small ::.ral~er. 
'he g::-o~:;J '1j~::':'S s':)~i.:. 2.:1 "Co ::·vJO ::.e:am.s as ~he::.-e ",las "C\I\70 !101;.SeS 0:-2 -:..ne ~=o~e.::-'C::/, 1\1-:-1 
:: ems sh:>V,t~w!"lg "vlrne:'-2 Leslie 3:--sav\i rr"ig~~ b~ ·v,Je:::e: 1 o:::=. :.e:3.. 
r::c..::-:rna-:.2..S':·. :::--orr: ~he B:::>v.r.n.s :-eSloenc:e W5:.S ccl.lec:.ec. ::rom tl~S~C:..i.~5 -'-n :.tle 
ed.::--ooms a:1C: :l:)\".':"l.s'ta'::-s £~orn \t.(ha~ appe.=:.:-ed ::0 be 2. home o::::i c= . 
.ll a=-~c..s \.\7~:-= ;::.to~o;:-c..:;J!1ed and :.he :. :.ems sei.ze-:) '",le~~ p2.ac=d i:-~ C8::~~'::":-le:-s :0:-
::a~s?~=: :~ ~je ?:::ies::. Rive:: Sberi~~s O~~iCE £or processing. 
see =e;>:;:::: :::>y :n£,:-2.lT!) 
:-:-2Y ::'112 se~:-:::r-.l was ::::>rnp2e-:.e::, all :::':ice:::-s s::.op~ec. :o=: ~:.l:1:::: 
:;:.-ne.::-s. :0~:~. 2ng:::-an: w;:. t::: a;;p:-':Ja=~Je6 ~y ]Ja.:-l !\la::J:, O\hr::1S= 0: ~12::j: 
c._ 
Cons::.=u::-::.':'::::.::. 
~:-j=-s.c:~.- =-.: :::J'2 =::--_~~ _:_: ?::..-':es:. :"'.::.i:=, =;~:.:-.; v\is::e :':l~e:-"\-':'e",'e:::: ~2::au=2 rr·),-,:-.::..:-~ ~=D\\~ 
:.':: ~:o=::: -=:-;-.:;.~ :-,y·e::: c..,: :':;''2 ::1.::. ?:o~~.:-:.s =-:1~ L~::-Jc.sa~- b,=.~ ::>~e=-: co-\t,'c::-J:e::::s .. 
- . ,'-
.r: :l":'~;:-:' 2· .\'\~=. S .:.:: :.e:-\ -: e\r .. :2:::i . 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify tht a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, postage prepaid or 
by interofficemail.thisdayofMay.2008.to: 
Louis Marshall 
Bonner County Deputy Prosecutor 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Isabella Robertson 
Bonner County Public Defender 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Judge Fred Gibler 
Faxed 208-753-3581 
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STATE OF FLORIDA } 




IN THE COUNTY COURT. 
IN AND FOR LEE COUNTY, 
BEFORE ME, ·JOI/t() LU,. 77uMfv{r: lite- II , a Judge of the C II) L!!VrV Court, in and 
for LAe County, Florida, personally appeared Steve Drum, a Deputy Sheriff ahd Detective with 
the Lee County Sheriff's Office, who being by me first duly sworn, deposes and says that he 
bas probable cause to believe and does believe that the laws of the State of Idaho have been 
violated, to wit: 
1] GrandTheft State of Idaho Arrest Warrant #CR-2007-0000621 
The evidence connected with the crime is currently being contained, stored, or concealed within 
a vessel, more particularly described as a 1964 Pierson - Ariel 26.5 foot sloop, blue and white 
in coior, bearing a Florida registration of FL9537BS located at Dock #3 at Summer A Dock at 
700 Fisherman's Wharf Fort Myers Beach, Florida. 
The se~1rch is to the entirety of the vessel, and the probable cause being alleged and found that 
there is now being kept within the vehicle, evidence which will link Keith Allen Brown, a white 
ma/(;; who was born on , to the crime of Grand Theft and the suspicious 
(k;;Jppe;.1rance and possible death of Leslie Carlton Breaw, a white male who was born on 
 of Priest River, Idaho, who disappeared in February 2007. The evidence 
believed to be within the vessel is to include, but not be limited to the below listed items: 
I r E~1S TO E?E SEARCHED FOR: 
'1] A Panhandle State Bank debit card belonging to Leslie Breaw 
2J Any dleckbook and or checks belonging to Leslie Breaw 
3] Any bank account information pertaining to Leslie Breaw 
4J /\ny U.S. Currency 
5J Any instruments that may have been used to cause serious bodily injury to Les Breaw 
G}Any paperwork or documentation regarding the purchase / ownership of a firearm or 
ammunition 
QIRECTIONS TO LOCATION TO BE SEARCHED: 
. To arrive at this vessel one would exit the Lee County Sheriff's Office located at 14750 Six 
Mile Cypress and travel West on Six Mile Cypress Parkway/ Ben C. Pratt Parkway continuing 
west over US 41 where the road name will change to Gladiolus Drive for approximately 1.4 
rniies. Staying in the left lane, you will go over a "fly over" which will re-direct you onto 
~:;ummerlin Road heading in a South West direction. After about 3.8 miles turn left on to San 
Cr.trj(1s Boulevard approximately 2.4 miles. Turn right on to Main St for approximately .1 mile. 
TUI n If::ft on to Fisherman's Wharf Dr. for approximately .2 miles. Turn left on to San Carlos 
[)rivl~ pruceed for approximately .1 mile stopping at 700 Fisherman's Wharf. 
I ::lIn satisfied there is probable cause to believe the Laws of the State of Idaho have been 
lIiulaleu ::=is aforesaid Clf1d thC)t the evidence above described is contained within as a 1964 
SFA.R.CH WARRAt\ 
Pierson --. Ariel 26.5 foot sloop, blue and white in color, bearing a Florida registration of 
FL9537fJS located at Dock #3 at Summer A Dock at 700 Fisherman's Wharf Fort Myers Beach, 
Florida. Lee County, Florida. I expressly find probable cause for the issuance of this Search 
Warrant. 
You, Steve Drum, Deputy Sheriff and Detective, of the Lee County Florida Sheriff's Office, are 
hereby commanded to search forthwith the at Dock #3 at Summer A Dock at 700 Fisherman's 
Wharf Fort Myers Beach, Florida.Lee County, Florida., serving this warrant and making the 
search of described as a 1964 Pierson - Ariel 26.5 foot sloop, blue and white in color, bearing a 
Florida r(~gistratioll of FL9537BS located at Dock #3 at SUmmer A Dock at 700 Fisherman's 
Wharf Fort Myers Beach, Florida.Lee County, Florida, in the daytime or nighttime as the 
exiyencies of the occasion Illay require or demand, or on Sunday, with the proper and 
necessary assistance and if the evidence above described be. found there, to seize it, leaving a 
copy of this warrant and a receipt for the evidence seized,and prepare a written inventory and 
rr;turn of the evidence seized and return this warrant and bring the property and all persons 
;:]ITestecllJr;fore a Court having competent jurisdiction of the offense. 
VViTNESS MY HAND AND SEAL THIS .:::::C 1)( DAY OF __ !,v,;",/-:/!!,-"-,I"",C-,-J,,---I_, 2007 A.D. 
/L)// J./t) Ii! 
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Lee County Sheriff's Office 
Crirninal investigations 
Forensics Unit 
Date: March 20, 2007 Day: Tuesday 
Time Notified.:...: ..:..:18~:...:..45=--__ Time Arrived: 20:00 Time Departed: 23:05 
Crime Scene Specialist: Gabriele Suboch 92-073 Notified By: Sergeant Gary Vayo 
Type of Crime: Federal Search Warrant/Homicide (Idaho State) 
District: .!..W.:..:e::.::s~t ______ Deputy/Agent at Scene: see narrative 
Address of Scene: 831 Lagoon Street /700 Fisherman's Wharf Dock # 3 
Fort Myers Beach, Florida 
PROCESSING AT SCENE 
Sketc:h of Scene/Area.:..?-..:..Y ___ _ 
Fingerprinting Done? _N __ Photography?--!Y ___ '# of Photographs: 180 
Details of Investigation 
On Tuesday, March 20, 2007 at approximately 18:45, Crime Scene Specialist (CSS) 
Gabriele Suboch was notified by Sergeant Gary Vayo to assist in the execution of a federal 
search warrant at 831 Lagoon Street in Fort Myers Beach, Lee County, Florida. 
At approximately 08:10, CSS Suboch arrived on scene and met with Detectives Mark 
Hingson and Steven Drum, and Deputy Gregory Williams. Detective Drum briefed Suboch about 
'the known facts of the incident during the walk-through of the scene. 
At approximately 20:15, Detective Steven Drum read and served the search warrant. 
The apartment complex was located on the east side of Lagoon Street in Fort Myers Beach, 
Florida. The building was a wooden stilt home facing west. The exterior of the building was 
yellow with white trim. The building contained four apartments, two on the first floor and two 
apartments on the second floor. The apartment number (3) three was located on the first floor on 
the north side of the building. 
A carport was located north of the apartment. The carport was underneath the stilt home. An 
olive green/tan, four-door, 2000 Subaru Outback sedan that bore the YIN 4S3BH6751 Y7658550 
was parked in the carport. The vehicle faced west. All doors were locked and the windows were 
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closed. No license plate was attached to the vehicle. A round table and chairs were located in the 
carport west of the vehicle. Two large plastic garbage cans were along the north wall. The 
garbage cans were empty. A bag of cat litter and a bag of dog food were located along the south 
wall. 
The entrance to the apartment was south of the carport. Upon entering through the jalousie 
door was the living room. The floor was covered with beige tiles. The living room contained a 
white sofa in the center of the room, a corner table with glass top underneath the window along 
the west Wall, a multi-color flower patterned sofa in the southwest corner, a glass table with 
wooden trim in the center of the room, a reddish-colored recliner east of the table and an 
entertainment center containing a TV set and stereo boom box in the southeast corner. Two 
books and paperwork were recovered from the comer table along the west wall. A pair of brown 
shoes was found underneath the coffee table. A coffee cup, an used ashtray, an open paperback 
book and a bottle oftanning lotion were on top of the coffee table. A blue blanket rested on the 
white sofa. A black backpack was on the floor along the west wall. 
The kitchen/dining area was located west of the living room. A wall with a reach-through 
separated the living room and kitchen/dining area. The dining area contained a square table and 
four chairs along the north wall. The kitchen contained wooden cabinets along the east and south 
walls. A white electric stove was located along the east wall. A white refrigerator was next to the 
sink along the south wall. Plastic storage containers, cleaning supplies, dishes and fresh fruits 
were found on the counter tops. 
The master bedroom was located south of the kitchen. The bedroom contained a storage 
closet and a wall-closet along the north wall, a dresser in the southeast comer, a bed along the 
south wall, a night stand west of the bed and a dresser along the west wall. The doors of the wall-
closet were open. No clothing items were stored inside the wall-closet. A light-blue sea-shell 
pattern comforter covered the bed. Multiple clothing items and a receipt were found on top of the 
dresser along the west wall. An ashtray and an open paperback book were on top of the 
nightstand next to a lamp. A gray fabric pouch was recovered from between the mattress and the 
box spring at the southwest comer of the bed. The pouch contained photographs, mUltiple papers 
and US currency in the amount of $8,000.00. 
The bathroom was located west of the bedroom. TIle bathroom contained a vanity with sink 
along the west wall, a bathtub with shower along the south wall and a toilet along the east wall. 
A wooden cabinet with a mirror door was mounted above the vanity. A wooden shelf was 
mounted into the northwest comer above the vanity. Nothing seemed to be disturbed in this 
room. 
CSS Suboch accomplished photographs of the apartment using a Canon Rebel XTI digital 
camera with CompactFlash storage media and flash assist. 
CSS Suboch drew rough sketches of the scene. 
CSS Suboch, assisted by Detectives Steven Drum, Ross DiPasquale and Mike Carr searched 
the interior and exterior of the apartment. CSS Suboch collected the following items as evidence: 
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Item Description 
" One receipt from 'The Rivera Rentals' found oJ
on topofthe corner table in the living room 
4 F our receipts inside a blue book on top of the 
corner table in the living room 
5 One receipt from 'Jays' found on top of the 
dresser in the master bedroom 
6 One gray fabric pouch containing a red leather 
address book from between mattress and box 
spring at southwest corner of bed in master 
bedroom 
7 One roll of negatives and 83 photographs from 
inside gray fabric pouch 
8 One red 'Holiday card' box containing invoice 
and envelope from 'Semmer Properties' and 
yellow sanitary napkin from inside gray pouch 
9 Miscellaneous papers, business cards, address 
book, photo cover, red 'Bic' lighter, blue 
checkbook cover, 7 handwritten notes and a 
handwritten letter with envelope from inside 
grav pouch 
10 US currency: 3x$20.00, 20x$100.00, 
100x$20.00, 1 00x$20.00, 97x$20.00 in the 
total amount of$8,000.00 and one empty 
money wrapper ($2,000.00) from inside gray 
pouch 
11 One DVD remote control from inside gray 
pouch 
At approximately 22:25, AF A Towing anived on scene and loaded the 2000 Subaru Outback 
sedan for transport to the Lee County Sheriffs Office (LCSO) Impoundment Bay located at 
12681 Metro Parkway in Fort Myers, Florida. 
At approximately 23:05, CSS Suboch cleared the scene and followed the tow truck to the 
LCSO Impoundment Bay where the vehicle was stored and secured at 23:35. 
CSS Suboch transported the collected evidence to the LCSO Headquarters at 14750 Six Mile 
Cypress Parkway in Fort Myers and subsequently turned it over to the Evidence section. 
On Thursday, March 22,2007, at approximately 11 :00, Detective Mike Carr contacted CSS 
Suboch and requested assistance in the execution of a search warrant of a sailboat located at 
Dock number three at 700 Fisherman's Wharf in Fort Myers Beach, Lee County, Florida. 
At approximately 12:00, CSS Suboch arrived on scene and met with Detective Carr and 
Deputy William Trout. 
357 
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At approximately 12:07, Detective Carr read and served the search warrant. 
Fisherman's Wharf was located underneath the east side of Mantanzas bridge in Fort Myers 
Beach. The marina was located on the west side of the dead end road. A wooden office building 
was located west of the road. The boat pier with multiple docks was located west of the office 
building. Dock number (3) three was located on the north side of the boat pier. 
The boat was a 1964 Pierson - Ariel, 26.5 foot sloop, blue and white in color sail boat that 
bore the Florida registration ofFL9537BS. The boat was registered to Tyrah Brown. The hull 
was painted dark blue. The deck and cabin were painted white. A white sail was inside a blue 
canvass bag knotted onto the stern of the boat. A blue 9 HP OMC outboard motor was attached 
to the bow. A generator was mounted onto the floor in front of the cabin entrance. Two 
containers with cat food and water were found on top of the starboard and port-side storage 
compartments. Gasoline tanks, tools and canned food items were stored inside the storage 
compartments. 
The cabin was located in the center of the boat and accessible via two wooden steps. The 
cabin contained a bench along the starboard side. Two black leather attache cases and a brown 
leather purse were located on top of the bench. A wooden shelf was mounted above the bench. A 
silver-colored tlash light and a pair of binoculars in a black leather carrying case were on top of 
the shelf. A square wooden shelf was mounted onto the rear cabin wall. A coffee machine and an 
electric burner were stored on top of the shelf. The storage area underneath the starboard bench 
contained canned food items. A sink and a storage area were located in the port-side corner. 
Food items in plastic containers were stored on top of the counter top. A white refrigerator and a 
toilet were on top of the port-side storage area. The refrigerator contained food items. A storage 
cabinet along the portside contained multiple papers and receipts. Numerous receipts were 
recovered from the floor next to the toilet. Clothing items were found in a suitcase inside the 
starboard storage area. 
The stateroom area was adjacent to the cabin. The stateroom consisted of a large olive green 
mattress in the center and wooden shelves along the starboard and portside. The shelves 
contained multiple DVD movies, toiletry items, candles, figurines and a disposable camera. A 
portable DVD player was found on top of the mattress. Three large black suitcases filled with 
clothing items were stored underneath the bed. 
CSS Suboch accomplished photographs of the boat using a Canon Rebel XTI digital camera 
with CompactFlash storage media. 
CSS Suboch drew rough sketches of the scene. 
CSS Suboch collected the following items as evidence. 
Items Description 
12 One 'Semmer Properties' invoice with 
envelope from portside shelf in stateroom 





14 Numerous receipts from second drawer of 
portside cabinet in cabin 
15 One receipt from top drawer of portside 
cabinet in cabin 
16 One partial denture plate from starboard shelf 
in cabin 
17 One green notebook from ports ide shelf in 
stateroom 
18 One boat title # 478901 issued to Tyrah 
Brovm, one boat title # 93286049 issued to 
Donald Gene Roszman, receipt, photos, two 
registrations (Roszman and Brown) from 
portside storage in cabin 
19 One Fuji Film disposable camera from portside 
shelf in stateroom 
20 One brown photo album from bench at 
starboard side of cabin 
21 One leather purse from bench at starboard side 
of cabin containing one blue 'Bic' lighter, one 
jar of hand lotion, two pens and 28 receipts. 
22 One black attache case with miscellaneous 
papers from starboard side bench in cabin 
'"'~ One black attache case with miscellaneous LJ 
photos, court records and papers from 
starboard side bench in cabin 
24 One brown·leather wallet with Idaho DL 
QK346356H, 14 credit cards and papers from 
inside black attache case from starboard bench 
in cabin 
At approximately 13 :50, CSS Suboch cleared the scene and transported the evidence to the 
LCSO Headquarters at 14750 Six Mile Cypress Parkway in Fort Myers, Florida. Subsequently, 
the evidence was turned over to the Evidence section. 
On Friday, March 23,2007, at approximately 10:35, CSS Suboch returned to 700 
Fisherman's Wharf to deposit property receipts for the seized items inside the boat, when Mr. 
Darrell Arnold approached her and handed her a money wrapper which he had received from the 
Browns. Mr. Arnold had sold the sailboat to the Brovms. 
CSS Suboch wrote a property receipt and collected the money wrapper. The money wrapper 
was similar to the money wrappers collected at the apartment. A date of January 18, 2007 and a 
handwritten initial were on the wrapper. _ ... ~ 
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CSS Suboch transported the item to the LCSO Headquarters and subsequently turned it over 
to the Evidence section. 
This report is true and correct ~ of my knowledge. 
:~:::.~.'?!.'~~Q ~'~"."""""'*""""""""""""" 
CSS Gab~;~boCh, 92-073 
by/!~:: .. Jf.0. ..... +,,d ... 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify th'}t a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, postage prepaid or 
by interofficemail.this_(o_dayofMay.2008.to: 
Louis Marshall 




Bonner County Public Defender 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that: true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, postage prepaid or 
by interofficemail.thisdayofMay.2008.to: 
Louis Marshall 




Bonner County Public Defender 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint,ID 83864 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY thf:, a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, postage prepaid or 
by interofficemail.thisdayofMay.2008.to: 
Louis Marshall 
Bonner County Deputy Prosecutor 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Isabella Robertson 
Bonner County Public Defender 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
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BONNER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
Janet K. Whitney (ISBN: 6624) 
406 South Ella Street 
BONNER CO PUB I -r::ND PAGE 02/10 
':"" ; ..... , ~~. ~" 
, 
2008 MAY -1 P 2: 30 
~=~o;~38~~~_ ~~:;' Fax: (208) 255-7559 CLE' ':rt;- ____ _ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 








CASE NUMBER: CR-07-00024S4 
SUBMISSION TO THE COURT 
Defendant. ) ------------------------~) 
COME NOW Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and Janet K. Whitney, 
Chief Deputy Public Defender, attorneys for the above-named defendant, and provide 
Attachment "An to the Court. The attachment is not a privileged communication. It was 
addressed to a third party that was inadvertently delivered to the Public Defender's Office via 
intercourthousemail and inadvertently opened by Ms. Walpole. The letter from this office gave 
instructions to Defendant regarding the proper method to send mail to a party who is not 
Defendant's attorney of record. 
DATED this __ 7,--_ day of May, 2008. 
SUBMISSION TO THE COURT Page 1 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER 




BY: ~::.=...!.--.!.. ____ • 1L~1fu-=...:;;..' ~ 
T K. WHITNEY . 
F DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
3?8 
~5/07/2008 11:21 208-2!'" 159 BONNER CO PUB Y ~ND PAGE 03/10 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the :J (b- day of May, 2008, addressed to: 
Louis Marshall 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
SUBMISSION TO THE COURT Page 2 
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05/07/2008 11:21 208-2"'~~559 l::!UNNt:.t-< l,;U r-Ul::! 
CCrafPY 
'::..NlJ 
BONNER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
406 S. Ella Street 
Isabella Robertson, Attorney at Law 
Janet K. Whitney, Attorney at Law 
Danie) K. Sheckler. Attorney at Law 
March 3,2008 
Keith A. Brown 
c/o Detention 
Bonner County Jail 
Courthouse Interoffice Mail 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: (208)2.55-7889 
Facsimile: (208) 255-7559 
RE: State ofIdaho v. Brown; Bonner County Case No. CR-07-00024S4 
Keith A. Brown: 
If you are going to write letters to Serra Woods, please address them to her through the 
Courthouse MaiL If you send them to her office address with no postage, the post office will not 
deliver them. The jail has sent two of your letters to her to this office, and I have ended up 
opening them by accident, not realizing until it was too late that they were not addressed to our 
office. 
I am enclosing the most recently received letter to Ms. Woods, received in this office on 
February 27,2008. 
vel truly yours, 
f ( I ) 
CIa e Walpole 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff / Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 






CASE NO. CR-2007 -2454 
DATE: 05-09-08 TIME: 2:00 
CD: 08-70 
vs KEITH ALLEN BROWN 
Defendant / Respondent 
P.M. 
Atty: LOUIS MARSHALUPHILIP ROBINSON Atty: ISABELLA ROBERTSON/JANET WHITNEY 

















CASE NO. CR-2007-2454 
COURT MINUTES 
PHASE OF CASE 
Calls Case 
Present: DEFENDANT PRESENT IN CUSTODY WITH ISABELLA 
ROBERTSON AND JANET WHITNEY, LOUIS MARSHALL AND 
PHILIP ROBINSON 
MAY 22 AND JUNE 12 PRETRIAL MOTIONS SET. MOTIONS FILED FROM 
DEFENDANT AND HIS COUNSEL. 
MOTION FILED TO APPOINT A CONFLICT ATTORNEY FILED BY MS. 
ROBERTSON. 
WISH TO PROCEED. 
BASIS OF MOTION? 
JAN 2008 AT MR. BROWNS ARRAIGNMENT PROVIDED INFORMATION TO 
JUDGE MICHAUD. TALKS ABOUT CONTINUING REPRESENTING DEFENDANT. 
FEB AND MARCH RECEIVED LETTERS FROM MR. BROWN STATING 
DISSATISFACTION. 
WE (JANET AND I) BOTH MEET DEFENDANT 
ACCIDENTALL Y RECEIVED A LETTER FROM DEFENDANT TO SERRA WOODS. 
WE ASKED HIM NOT TO DO THIS. WE SENT A LETTER TO DEFENDANT 
EXPLAINING HE NEEDS TO SEND IT THROUGH THE POST OFFICE IF HE 
WANTS SERRA WOODS TO SEE IT. 
RECEIVED LEGAL MAIL ADDRESSED TO SERRA WOODS FROM DEFENDANT. 
HAVE NOT OPENED IT. 
MS. WOODS SHOULD LOOK AT HER MAIL. 
CORRECT. 
DEFENDANT WANTS CONSOLIDATION OF HIS CASE. WE DON'T AGREE. 
EXPLAINS HOURS SPENT ON CASE BY MS. WHITNEY AND MYSELF. 
LETTER FROM MR. BANKS. 
WHO IS MR. BANKS? 
A MINISTER. EXPLAINS LETTER. 
DEFENDANT'S SENT US CASES. EXPLAINS. 
PLEA OFFER DISCUSSED. 02-14-08 COUNTER PROPOSAL FROM MR. BROWN. 
FEDERAL AND CIVIL CASES. I DON'T REPRESENT HIM ON EITHER FEDERAL 
OR CIVIL CASES. EXPLAINED TO DEFENDANT ABOUT THE FEDERAL COURT. 
DEFENDANT WANTS COMMUNICATION WITH MS. BROWN. POTENTIAL 
DEFENSES HAVE BEEN EXPOSED. EXPLAINS. 
RECEIVED HATE LETTERS IN FEBRUARY. 





























CASE NO. CR-2007-2454 
COURT MINUTES 
POTENTIAL FOR MISTRIAL IS ENORMOUS. WE CAN'T CONTROL DEFENDANT. 
FILE EXHIBIT A 
AN OBJECTION? 
SHOULD BE SEALED. CAN BE PREJUDICIAL. 
CONCUR IT SHOULD BE SEALED. 
ADMIT EXHIBIT A. SEALED FROM PUBLIC VIEW. 
TALKS OF CONSOLIDATION. 
I THOUGHT JUDGE LUSTER DECIDED THAT ISSUE. 
IT COULD BE REVISITED. HAVE CD. WOULD LIKE TO ADMIT. 
DON'T NEED TO HEAR IF IT IS PART OF THE COURT RECORD. 
OK 
MONTANA INTERVIEWS DISCUSSED. 
PRIEST RIVER INVESTIGATION DISCUSSED. 
ABLE TO REPRESENT HIM? COMMENTS. 
WE CAN REPRESENT MR. BROWN. NO ATIORNEY CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. 
BROWNING CASE CITED. 1992 CASE. HAVE A REAL CONCERN ABOUT 
MISTRIAL. TRIAL WILL NOT BE READY FOR TRIAL IN JULY. HAVE SO MANY 
PLACES TO GET TO. WON'T BE READY FOR TRIAL UNTIL SPRING OR 
SUMMER OF NEXT YEAR. GRANT MOTION. 
ANYTHING TO SAY? 
BREAK DOWN OF ATIORNEY CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. DEFENDANT CAN'T 
SHOP AROUND. EXPLAINS. 
HAVE CONFLICT ATIORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT'S WIFE. 
TALKS ABOUT COMPETENT ATIORNEYS. 
I CAN NOT CONSENT OR SUPPORT DEFENDANT DRIVING THE CASE. 
MR. BROWN HAS FILED NUMEROUS FILINGS. HEARD FROM HIS ATIORNEY. 
WANT TO HAVE MR. BROWN HAVE SOME INPUT. SHOULD BE OUTSIDE THE 
PRESENCE OF THE PROSECUTION. WOULD SEAL THIS PART OF THE 
HEARING. OBJECTION? 
YES 
WILL SEAL THE NEXT PORTION. 
MOVE TO TAPE 08-77 (SEALED) 
RETURN TO TAPE 08-70 
WILL DENY THE REQUEST. UNDERSTAND THE REASON FOR IT. BREAK 
DOWN OF COMMUNICATION. 
ATIORNEYS WORKING ON THE CASE, DILIGENTLY. 
DEFENDANT EXPRESSES ATIORNEYS ARE COMPETENT. 
ATIORNEYS ARE NOT OBLIGATED TO FOLLOW REQUESTS OF THEIR CLIENT. 
THE ATIORNEY'S OBLIGATION IS TO EXERCISE THEIR INDEPENDENT LEGAL 
ANALYSIS AND EXPERTISE BUT OBLIGATED TO LISTEN TO THEIR CLIENTS 
WISHES. HEARD NOTHING TO INDICATE THAT. 
DEFENDANT'S ACTIONS DISCUSSED. 
DENY MOTION OF APPOINTMENT OF A CONFLICT A TIORNEY. 
05-22-08 AND 06-12-08 SET ASIDE FOR PRETRIAL MOTIONS. WHERE ARE WE 
ON KEEPING THOSE DATES? 
05-22-08 DIFFICULTY IN HAVING EXPERTS REVIEWING THE TAPES FOR THE 
ORGINAL CONFESSES. RESET THAT ONE. 
BALANCE OF MOTIONS CAN BE HEARD ON SCHEDULE. 
WHICH MOTIONS TO BE HEARD WHEN? 
JUNE: MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE FOR LACK OF PROBABLE CAUSE IN 
CR-2007-621 AND MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE OBTAINED FROM 
WELFARE CHECK ON 02-05-07. 
MAY: MOTION TO SUPPRESS BASED ON SPOLIATION OF EVIDENCE, MOTION 
TO DISMISS ON SPOLATION OF EVIDENCE. 
JUNE: MOTION TO SUPPRESS CONFESSIONS. THE EXPERT I NEED ON THAT 
ONE IT MAY HAVE TO BE SET OUT TO ANOTHER DATE. 


















CASE NO. CR-2007-2454 
COURT MINUTES 
SEND A NOTICE OF HEARING FOR THE MOTIONS. 
ANY THING ELSE? 
NO 
MAnERS TO TAKE UP? 
NO DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT. 
CORRECT 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE OF DEFENDANT. STATE NOT RESPONDING TO 
THOSE. 
DON'T RESPOND TO THOSE SENT BY DEFENDANT, HE HAS COUNSEL. 
COMMENTS TO DEFENDANT. 
WILL DISCUSS TRIAL DATE. 
IMPORTANT TO US, WITNESSES COMING FROM FLORIDA. 
05-22-08 BRING A MOTION TO CONTINUE TRIAL. ANYTHING ELSE? 
NO 
SEND ME COPY OF ALL FILINGS. IF SOMETHING THICK MAIL TO ME. 
ORDER ON TODAY'S MOTION. 
PLEASE PREPARE ORDER. 
MONEY REQUESTS? 
GIVE TO JUDGE LUSTER. 
END 
DATE: 05-08-08 3 8 ~ t Page 30f3 
STATE OF IDAHO 
o JUVENILE AT ),:lA CLERK. DIStRICT 
Deputy 0< 
JAIL IN ORMATION FOR BONNER COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
JUDGE: <;;-t' /3 CASE NO. ~Q7-~ I 
C / 77-/ 23!ftSli Z<7-'S-7" 
(SUBJECT'S FIRST NAME) (SUBJECT'S MIDDLE NAME) , (SUBJECT'S LAST NAME) 
[ IBYVIDEO 8 iKi SUBJECT APPEARED IN COURT ON: C;s=- 09- 0 
~SUBJECT IS TO: ] BE OR'D 
] BE RELEASED BY JUDGES ORDER 
AT ;2;r) 
nREMAIN IN CUSTODY 
?-M 
] BERELEASED/TIMESERVED WBOND$~~~ 
[ ] BE RELEASED TO PARENTIPTA 
] MUST SIGN WAIVER OF EXTRADITION [ ]WORK RELEASE/SEARCH GRANTEe 
] A UTHORIZA TION TO TRANSFER TO REGION ONE JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER GRANTED, IF NECESSARY. 
] SENTENCED TO: [] ____ DAyS IMPOSED 
[ ] DA YS SUSPENDED 
[ ] DAYS TO SERVE 
[ ] DA YS CREDIT 
[ ] HOURS ON SHERIFF'S LABOR PROGRAM. 
SIGN UP WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS FROM TODAY 
AT SHERIFF'S OFFICE AND COMPLETE BY: 
_____________ ,20 ___ . 
] SUBJECT TO REPORT TO THE BONNER COUNTY JAIL ON: AT_____ M 
[ ] BREATH OR UlA TEST ORDERED X'S WEEKLY ON: AT_____ M 
[ ] SUBJECT PLACED IN THE CUSTODY OF THE DEPT. OF HEALTH & WELFARE NOT TO EXCEED YEAR (S). 
] SUBJECT SENTENCED TO SERVE NOT LESS THAN AND NOT MORE THAN __________ _ 
IN THE IDAHO STATE DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS. 
] THIS SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED. [ ] PLACED ON YEARS PROBATION. 
] SUBJECT TO BE PLACED IN THE RETAINED JURISDICTION PROGRAM FOR NOT MORE THAN 180 DAYS. 
AS CONDITION OF PROBATION SUBJECT TO SERVE DA YS LOCAL JAIL. 
[ ] JUDGE'S ORDER WILL FOLLOW [ J PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE APPOINTED 
3~1~ 
JUDGE'S SIGNATURE (if needed) 
BON OC 028 Rev 3/04 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 




t Judicial District Court, State of Ie' 
In and For the County of Bonner 
215 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
...... ~ r- .,-, --
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) NOTICE OF HEARING 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for: 
Motions 
Judge: 
Thursday, June 12,2008 @09:30 AM 
Fred M. Gibler 
Alternate Presiding Judges: Charles W. Hosack, John P. Luster, 
George Reinhardt, III, James R. Michaud, John H Bradbury, Lansing Haynes 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by 
the Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as 
follows on this date Friday, May 16,2008. 
Keith Allen Brown 
Counsel: Isabella Robertson 
406 S. Ella 
Sandpoint ID 83864 
Mailed Hand Delivered __ 
FaxedL Hand Delivered __ 
Louis E Marshall Bonner County Prosecutor 
cc: Judge Gibler 
Faxed '>( Hand Delivered __ 
Dated: Friday. May 16. 2008 
Marie Scott 
Clerk Of The District Court 
By: 
39~ 
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CLEi\K 01 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRIC 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BO 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NO.: CR-2007-2454 
) 
vs. ) ORDER DENYING MOTION 
) TO WITHDRAW OR 
) FOR APPOINTMENT 
KEITHA. BROWN, ) OF CONFLICT COUNSEL 
Defendant. ) 
The above-entitled matter came on before the Court on the 9th day of May, 2008, 
for hearing on the Motion filed by Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender 
and Janet Whitney, Bonner County Chief Deputy Public Defender for this Court to 
authorize the withdrawal of said counsel and appoint conflict counsel. The Court 
received presentation and argument from counsel for Plaintiff and Defendant and 
afforded the Defendant the opportunity to make his own presentation in a portion of the 
hearing which was closed and the Prosecuting Attorney and the Chief Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney were excluded. 
The Court having reviewed the file, pleadings and contents on file in the above-
entitled matter and having received the Motion and Affidavit in support of such motion 
and the input and argument of counsel, now therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Motion before the Court to be authorized to 
withdraw or for appointment of conflict counsel, be and the same is hereby denied. 
DATED this _~/-",cr __ day of May, 2008. 
FRED GIBLER, 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO WITHDRAW OR 392 
FOR APPOINTMENT OF CONFLICf COUNSEL - 1 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the )0 day of May, 2008, I caused, to be served, a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing document as addressed to: 
Isabella Robertson 
Public Defender 
Interoffice Courthouse Mail 
Janet Whitney 
Chief Deputy Public Defender 
Interoffice Courthouse Mail 
Philip H. Robinson 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Interoffice Courthouse Mail 
Louis E. Marshall 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Interoffice Courthouse Mail 
DEPUTYCLE 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO WITHDRAW OR 
FOR APPOINTMENT OF CONFLICT COUNSEL - 2 
39~ 
OS/20/2008 08: 21 208-2 r >59 BONNER CO PUB f"-t:ND PAGE 02/05 
MAY-16-2008-FRI ~4:59 PM J.,., • .JER CO. PROSECUTOR FAX ND, 208265. t P. 001 
:SONNER COUNTY pUBLIC DEFENDER 
IsabellaR.obertson (lS.B.N. 6068) 
Janet K. 'Whitney (I.S.B-N. 6624) 
'406 South 131la S~et , ' 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
,. e' PhOUll:, (208) 255.;:7889;- 'Fax:' (208)' 255 .. 7559 
ZD08MAY 20 A q: 22 
IN tHE DISTRICT COURT OF THE nRsT JlJDICIAL DISTRICT OF 1'IIE 
, , 
, 
, STATE Oli'IDAlIO, IN AND FOR THE C.QUNTY OF BON!-."ER 
ST~TE OF IDAHO, 
v. 














CASE NUMBER CR-07-00024S4 
stO'lJLAl'ED MOTION TO CONTlNIJJ.t 
PRE1'R.IAL COM1ERENCE AND 
.rtJ:R.1:" 11UAL, 
CO:ME NOW the ,parties~ Defendant, Keith A. Bro~ by and tllrough his attorneys, 
Isabella Robwo~ BOlltleJi: County Public ~feri.der, and Janet K. 'Whitney, ChiefDepttty Public 
Defender, and the sia'te of:i&.ho by and tbroush Philip H. Robinson, Bonner County Prosecut.ing 
Attorney, and 1.o'Clis M.ars.b.all, Chief Deputy Prosecu~ Attorney, and respeetfu11y mmie the 
Court for its Otder to' continue the pretrial cOnference and jury trial scheduled m ~s case on 
June 23, 2008, at 9:00 a.tn., and July 14, 2008, at 9:00 a.m., respectively', to dates during 
December. 2008. 





05/20/2008 08:21 208-2 r 159 BONNER CO PUB ~~~END PAGE 03/05 
MAY-16-2008-FRI 04:59 PM I.. ,,~ER CO. PROSECUTOR FAX No, 20e26J of p, 002 
. The fOregoing motion is made on the basis that the discovery pro<;ess in ihis case is much 
more complex than a:nti.ejpa:red and has been delayed for various reasons. It is :fiar from complete, 
OFFICE OF nm BOl\1NE!t 




BONNER COUNT'Y PROSEcutING 
ATTO:RNE OFFICE 
BY::-I~~~~~~~~­
PH1LIP H. OBINSON , 
PROSECt1TINGATTORNEY 
TL WHllNEY' . ~d1tf ~1"!'1'0 DEPUTY PUBUC D:BFBNDER ~:gpUTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
CERTIFICAtE OF DELIVERY· 
. I hereby ~rti.fy that a true and correet copy of the foregomg was personally SerVed by 
Acsimlle on ~~--11i~y ofMay~ 2008, addtessed tQ: 
Pbiiip it Roblmon, 
Bonner Comny Prosecuting Attnr.oey 
, Louis M~a1l 
. CbieiDeputy Prosecuting Attotney 
.. . 'Fax: 263..;6726. 
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'MAV. 21,2008 11: 35AM "~SE GIBLER 2EH '" , ...... -' 
BONNER COill-t7Y PUBLIC DEFBNDER 
!sahetla. Robe.rtson (ISBN: 606S) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint;, Idaho 83864 
NO, 474 p, L 
:aoNt-ER CO PUB PAGE 04/05 
111 HAY 21 P 2: I 2 
Phone: (208) 255 .. 7889; Fax: (202) 255.7559 ;':AF ~ -
CLERK Oi' 
r-,'- > -~. ',.I 
IN'I'RE DlSTRlcr COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TlIE 
srATI OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v. ' 












CASE NUMBER ~·07·000Z4S4 
ORDltR; TO VACATE AND C.ONTINUE 
PPTlUAL CONFERENCE AND JURY 
TlUAL 
The a.bO'"iJ'e-Qltitled matter havin8 come on before the CoUlt upon the Stipulated Motion to 
COIl'tinue Pretrial Co:a:ferenoe and Jury Trial on file berein, ~ good. cmse appearing; bOWl 
tberefore~ 
rr IS HEREBY ORDERED that the De:ferldant's pretri.t.l eollferenee scheduled.on june 
23, 2008, at 9:00 a.m .. be and hereby is vacated and continued, to be :rescheduled on the / '/ 1:1[ 
day of :;t/ trJtfMd;.&v' ..,;> 2008, at the hour of 2.;, {)O fZ .M. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the jaJ:y trial schsd'Uled to eotnrnCJ.OCC in this ~ase oX). 
July 14, 2008, at 9:00 a..r.o.., bevac:ated and continued, to be rescheduled on ~e:f1t1.!1 &yof 
~ .:Z008,a.tthehQwof c:t !)O t!;..M.) ~ /..)./J.;J./'; . .lJOt. 
DATPl> this & day of May, 2008 •. I 
/[~M~ 
DISTRlCT JUDGE 
OIU>ER TO VACATE AND CONl'lNUE PRETlUAL CONF.ER.ENCE 1' •• 1 
AND JURy TRIAL 
39H 
MAY. 21. 2008~ 1 <: 35AM 213" C\SE GIBLER BONNER co Pur '='END NO. 4/4 
CLERK'S CERTMCATE 
I hereby cWfY that true and correct copies of the foregoing were pe:rsonaUy secved by placing 
oopie:s of the same in the interoffice nWlbox on the 1. I day olMa}', 2008:- addressed to: 
=v ' 
Isabella Robcnson -F Cf x -c cI 
Bonner County Public Defender 
l'hilip H. Robirlson - t:="Cix.-cJ 
Bonner CQ'Unty Prosecuti1lg Attorney 
Louis Marshall - 1::::'C;x e d 
ChlefDePaty Prosecuting Attorney. 
OlQ)Ek TO VACATE AND CONT.t:NUE PRETRIAL CONFltUNCE Pate 2 
Am> J't1RY TRIAL 
Cc; 13QdJ~ 397 
11vy CcmmtJSIGnC'v 
1 ,,1_ 1_ i'::II. 
65/135 
BONNER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Isabella Robertson (LS.B.N. 6068) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 zons I{AY 2'1 P 3: 3b 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NUMBER CR-07-0002454 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
v. ) NOTICE OF HEARING 
) 
KEITH A. BROWN, ) DATE: JUNE 12,2008 
TIME: 9:30 A.M. ) 
Defendant. ) 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on June 12,2008, at the hour of the 9:30 a.m., or as soon 
thereafter as the matters may be heard, the undersigned will bring the following motions on for 
hearing before the Honorable Fred M. Gibler, District Judge, at the Bonner County Courthouse: 
1. Motion to Dismiss Based on Spoliation of Evidence filed February 25,2008; 
2. Motion to Suppress Based on Spoliation of Evidence filed February 25,2008 
3. Motion to Dismiss Based on Lack of Probable Cause at Preliminary Hearing filed 
March 17,2008. 
DATED this qzq day of May, 2008. 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER 






CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certifY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by 
placing a copy of the same in the courthouse mailbox or by facsimile on the 9<1 Jt.z day of 
May, 2008, addressed to: 
Philip H. Robinson 
Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney 
Fax: 263-6726 
Louis Marshall 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Fax: 263-6726. 
NOTICE OF HEARING Page 2 
39B 
State of IDAHO 
Bonner County Sheriff's Office 
Civil Division 
4001 N. Boyer Ave. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
... ':-<, .. 
~~ j! '~', 
'./1. i 
.; :·HO 
Defendant Disposition: zueB Jl'N -b P 12: ,2 
Keith Allen Brown 
106 Brannegan Ct #F 
Witness 
John Marcel Valdez 
Bozeman, MT 
Disposition: PER 
398 Campbell Pt Rd; PO Bo Laclede, ID 
Served on: 6th day of June, 2008 




by Moore, D 




State of Idaho 
Attorney Disposition: 
Bonner County Public Defender 
406 S Ella Street Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Process Number: C08-01120 Court Number: CR07-2454 
I, Elaine M Savage, Sheriff of Bonner County Sheriff's Office do hereby certify 
that I received the foregoing Criminal Subpoena on the 6th day of June, 2008. 











Elaine , Sheriff 
heriff's Office, IDAHO 
BY: 
~~---r-T~=-----~~~~------~~­Representative 
ivision 
400 
